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IZVLEČEK
Cilj magistrske naloge Razvoj novega družbeno-kolaborativnega omrežja je vplivati na
izboljšanje socialnih življenj prebivalcev mesta Šoštanj, z razvojem novega omrežja, ki bo
skušal prebivalcem dostaviti pomembne informacije in obvestila občine Šoštanj ter vseh
drugih skupnosti, ki delujejo v občini in jim omogočati povezovanje in medsebojno
sodelovanje.
V magistrski nalogi analiziramo področja skupnosti, družbenih omrežij, kolaborativnih
omrežij, interakcijskega oblikovanja, uporabniških vmesnikov, uporabniške izkušnje in
testiranja uporabniške izkušnje.

Iščemo odgovore na vprašanja kakšne značilnosti

(vsebinske, oblikovalske) je potrebno dodati omrežju, da bo le-ta rešil problem odtujenosti
in pomanjkanja sodelovanja med ljudmi, ki so del iste soseske ali občine in dvignil kakovost
njihovega življenja v mestu. Sprašujemo se ali so se ljudje, ki živijo v isti občini pripravljeni
pridružiti takšnemu omrežju in pozdravljajo takšen način komunikacije, ali lahko spletna
skupnost izboljša fizične interakcije med prebivalci in poveča kolektivno sodelavanje med
prebivalci, ter kakšen vpliv ima konsistenten vizualen jezik in konsistentna interaktivna
orodja na hitro učljivost, zapomljivost in posledice na izboljšane izkušnje, ki jih ima
uporabnik s produktom.
Rezultat magistrske naloge je natančen interaktivni prototip družbeno-kolaborativnega
omrežja, ki uporabnikom omogoča dostop do informacij in shranjevanje trenutnih
dogodkov, ki se odvijajo v občini, sodelovanje in povezovanje z drugimi občani,
prejemanje obvestil o prihajajočih dogodkih in pomembnih občinskih zadevah ter dostop
do spletnih povezav občine, društev, organizacij in podjetij ki so prisotna v občini.

Ključne besede: soseske, družbeno omrežje, kolaborativno omrežje, uporabniški vmesnik,
uporabniška izkušnja, testiranje uporabniške izkušnje
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ABSTRACT
The goal of the master's thesis titled "Development of a New Social-Collaborative Network" is
to improve the social lives of the inhabitants of the municipality of Šoštanj, with the
development of a new network that will try to provide the inhabitants of Šoštanj with the relevant
information from the municipality and the other communities operating within, as well as to
enable them to connect and cooperate with each other.
In this master's thesis, areas of the community, social networks, collaborative networks,
interaction design, user interfaces, user experience, and usability testing is analyzed. Answers
to questions about what features (content, design) should be added to the network so that it
can solve the problem of alienation and lack of cooperation among people who live in the same
neighbourhood or municipality and raise the quality of their lives.
It is a question if people living in the same municipality are willing to join such a network and
welcome such a way of communication. Is it possible if the online community is able to improve
physical interactions among the population and increase collective co-operation among them,
as well as what impact has a consistent visual language and consistent interactive tools on
learnability and memorability on the improvement of the user experience of the product.
The result of the thesis is a high-fidelity interactive prototype which enables the users to access
information about current events taking place in the municipality and memorise the desired
events, to collaborate with municipality’s other inhabitants, to connect with others via network
with e-mail, to get notifications about upcoming events and important municipality issues and
to find connections to websites of the municipality, associations, and companies that operate
within the municipality.

Key Words: community, social network, collaborative network, user interface, user
experience, usability testing
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POVZETEK
Živimo v dobi računalnikov in ne moremo si predstavljati življenja brez elektronskih naprav, ki
nas obdajajo iz vseh strani in delajo naša življenja manj zapletena, hkrati pa nam prihranijo
ogromno časa pri iskanju želenih informacij.
Bolj kot kdajkoli prej (v človeški zgodovini), so računalniki postali pomemben del mest in
njihovih prebivalcev. Verjetno danes ni mesta na svetu, ki ne izkorišča prednosti informacijskih
tehnologij, bodisi za širjenje novic preko njihovih spletnih kanalov ali v transformacijskem
procesu spreminjanja mest v „pametna“ mesta.
Odtujenost ljudi, ki jo prinaša hiter življenjski tempo in vedno širša pokritost z internetom, ki ga
premalokrat uporabljamo za izboljšanje naših socialnih življenj in povezanosti z bližnjo okolico,
je razlog, da smo se odločili za oblikovanje novega družbeno - kolaborativnega omrežja za
prebivalce občine Šoštanj.
Zavedamo se izzivov, s katerimi se je mesto spopadlo v zadnjih desetletjih in kaj vse se je v
tem času v mestu spremenilo. Želimo izpostaviti le nekaj ključnih sprememb. Prestrukturiranje
iz starega jugoslovanskega sistema in politike. Slovenija je postala del EU, kar je pomenilo, da
so se meje naše države odprle, posledično pa se je zaradi tega razširil tudi trg. Zaradi posledic
izkopavanja premoga v Rudniku lignita Velenje, so nekateri deli občine Šoštanj izginili pod
vodo, kar je upočasnilo razvoj mesta, prav tako pa se je zaprla tovarna z več kot 200-letno
tradicijo, ki je zaposlovala veliko ljudi iz mesta in okolice.
Vsi omenjeni dogodki so skupaj s hitro rastočim življenjskim tempom vplivali na spreminjajočo
se socialno sliko mesta. Ljudje so postali bolj odtujeni med seboj, kar je botrovalo k naši idejni
rešitvi problema, da s pomočjo informacijske tehnologije in razširjenih internetnih povezav
skušamo vplivati ter izboljšati socialno sliko življenja v mestu.
Ker so tovrstna omrežja zaenkrat v globalnem merilu še v “povoju”, v magistrski nalogi
raziskujemo področje družbenih in kolaborativnih omrežij, lastnosti že obstoječih omrežij in
preizkušamo, ali lahko nekatere njihove značilnosti vključimo v naše omrežje. Obenem želimo
najti odgovore na probleme njihove uporabnosti in vloge, ki jo imata uporabniški vmesnik ter
uporabniška izkušnja pri tem.
Opredelili smo nekaj raziskovalnih hipotez, ki so bile gonilna sila našega raziskovalnega in
razvojnega procesa ter na katere smo želeli najti odgovore. Hipoteze, ki so nas vodile pri
ustvarjanu novega omrežja so:
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Ustrezen uporabniški vmesnik družbeno – kolaborativnega omrežja s pravimi
značilnostmi, lahko reši problem odtujenosti in pomanjkanja sodelovanja med ljudmi,
ki so del iste soseske/občine ter lahko pozitivno vpliva na kakovost njihovega življenja.



Ljudje, ki živijo v isti občini, so se pripravljeni pridružiti takšnemu omrežju in podpirajo
takšen način komuniciranja.



Spletna skupnost lahko izboljša fizične interakcije med prebivalci in poveča kolektivno
sodelovanje ter delovanje v občini Šoštanj.



Vsa orodja za sodelovanje in komunikacijo, ki so predstavljena v družbeno –
kolaborativnem omrežju, so med seboj povezana in enostavna za uporabo.



Konsistenten vizualni jezik in konsistentna interaktivna orodja pripomorejo k hitri
učljivosti, pomnjenju in posledično izboljšujejo izkušnje, ki jih ima uporabnik s
produktom.

Struktura magistrske naloge je sestavljena iz petih poglavij. V povzetku smo izpostavili tri
ključna poglavja. Prvi del zajema raziskovalni pregled in analizo preteklih in sedanjih raziskav
na tem področju, v drugem eksperimentalnem delu predstavimo metodologije, ki smo jih
uporabljali pri raziskovanju, v tretjem delu pa predstavimo kako smo prišli do končnih
rezultatov.

V raziskovalnem pregledu in analizi preteklih ter sedanjih raziskav magistrske naloge smo
obravnavali dve temi: skupnosti in interakcijsko oblikovanje.
V prvem delu smo raziskali, kako so se skupnosti spremenile skozi desetletja in kakšen je bil
vpliv osebnih računalnikov ter interneta v tej transformaciji, razkrili razlike med krajevnimi in
spletnimi skupnostmi, orisali značilnosti ljudi, ki so običajno bolj integrirani in aktivni v
skupnostih in označili kakšen vpliv imajo na prostovoljne dejavnosti in udeležbo ljudi v
skupnosti. V poglavju o skupnostih smo se osredotočili na preobrazbo tradicionalnih skupnosti
v spletne skupnosti in njihovega vpliva na lokalne skupnosti ter mestno življenje. Ugotovili smo,
da imajo danes spletne skupnosti pozitiven učinek na krepitev tradicionalnih skupnosti na
lokalni ravni. V nadaljevanju smo razložili kakšen vpliv imajo družbena omrežja in orodja za
sodelovanje na globalno komunikacijo in sodelovanje ter opisali značilnosti družbenega
omrežja namenjenega soseskam – Nextdoor in časovno valuto TimeBanks.
V drugi temi smo preučili interaktivno oblikovanje, ki je bistveno za oblikovanje prijetnih in
funkcionalnih računalniških sistemov za ljudi. V podpoglavju o oblikovanju uporabniških
vmesnikov smo se srečali z bistvenimi deli, ki jih je potrebno upoštevati pri oblikovanju
uporabniških vmesnikov in načeli oblikovanja le teh, medtem ko smo v podpoglavju oblikovanja
za uporabniško izkušnjo natančno opredelili, kakšne so značilnosti dobre uporabniške izkušnje
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in predlagali, katere so ključne stvari, da lahko z razvitim produktom čim bolj zadovoljimo
uporabnike.
Poglavje o interaktivnem oblikovanju smo zaključili s smernicami za zadovoljevanje
uporabnostnih ciljev in nasveti za testiranje uporabnosti.

V eksperimentalnem delu diplomskega dela smo opisali materiale in metode, ki smo jih
uporabili v raziskavi ter informacije o sodelujočih udeležencih v raziskavi.
V metodologiji raziskovalnega dela smo uporabljali tako kvalitativno kot kvantitativno
raziskovalno metodo. Začeli smo s kvantitativno raziskovalno metodo – intervjujem. Tvorili smo
dva cikla vprašalnikov. Prvi je bil namenjen zaposlenim na Občini Šoštanj, članom občinske
uprave, aktivnim članom krajevnih skupnosti in drugih skupnosti v mestu. V tem ciklu smo
intervjuvali deset intervjuvancev. Iz odgovorov smo želeli dobiti širšo sliko o prebivalcih Občine
Šoštanj in ugotoviti kje je komunikacijska vrzel med občino, občinsko upravo, drugimi
organizacijami v občini in prebivalci občine. V drugem ciklu smo intervjuvali prebivalce občine
Šoštanj. V intervjujih nas je zanimalo, kako se je življenje in komunikacija v mestu z leti in s
pojavom družbenih omrežij spremenila, katera družbena omrežja uporabljajo in preko katerih
naprav dostopajo do le-teh. Prav tako smo zbirali mnenja, kakšen je interes intervjuvancev, da
bi bili v njihovem prostem času pripravljeni storiti kaj dobrega za svojo lokalno skupnost. V
obeh ciklih skupaj smo intervjuvali trideset intervjuvancev.
Po končanih intervjujih, smo prišli do ugotovitve, da bi bilo smiselno v našo raziskavo vključiti
tudi kvantitativno raziskovalno metodo – vprašalnike, preko katerih, bi prišli do večjega vzorca
odgovorov, zaradi česar bi dobili bolj jasno sliko problema, s katerim se soočamo, obenem pa
bi prišli do skupnih vzorcev, ki so ključni za nadaljnji razvoj uporabniškega vmesnika.
Vprašalniki so bili sestavljeni večinoma iz zaprtega tipa vprašanj, le zadnje, na katero je bilo
potrebno utemeljiti izbiro odgovora, je bilo odprtega tipa.
Ko sta bili obe raziskovalni metodi končani, smo analizirali dobljene kvalitativne in kvantitativne
podatke. Pridobljeni rezultati so nas vodili v analizi določevanja zahtev za družbeno –
kolaborativno omrežje.
Dragoceno znanje pridobljeno iz raziskovalnih metod in določene zahteve za družbeno –
kolaborativno omrežje, smo pretvorili v skice, ki so se kasneje spremenile v enostaven prototip,
izdelan iz papirja in na koncu v detajlen, interaktiven prototip, za oblikovanje katerega smo
uporabili programske opreme Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator in Axure RP.
Po končanem interaktivnem prototipu, smo le tega testirali s pomočjo štirih uporabnikov.
Predispozicija za testiranje je bilo znanje angleškega jezika, saj je jezik, ki je bil uporabljen v
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prototipu angleški. V sklopu testiranja uporabnosti prototipa smo bili pozorni na napake in
število teh, ki so jih pri določeni nalogi naredili testiranci.
Testiranci so izvajali tri naloge:
1. Prijavite se v omrežje in prijavite težavo Občini.
2. Poiščite dogodke, ki se dogajajo 17. marca, shranite odbojkarsko tekmo v Športnem
centru in preverite, koliko dogodkov ste dodali v mesecu februarju?
3. Vaš mešalnik se je pokvaril, potrebujete novega. Poiščite, ali ga kdo na spletni strani
ponuja, pošljite mu elektronsko sporočilo, da bi le tega želeli imeti in kasneje nagradite
darovalca s srcem, ker je storil nekaj dobrega za vas.
Po zaključenih nalogah smo se z vsakim uporabnikom pogovorili o videzu in občutjih, ki so jih
doživljali ob interakciji s prototipom, prav tako smo poslušali mnenja in predloge kaj bi bilo
potrebno spremeniti in dodati, da bi ta zagotovil boljšo uporabniško izkušnjo.
Na koncu so testiranci rešili vprašalnik z mersko lestvico (Likertovo lestvico), v kateri so
ocenjevali uporabnost prototipa v štirih kategorijah (ustreznost, zanesljivost, razumljivost in
operativnost), z ocenami od 1 do 5, pri čemer je najnižja ocena pomenila, da se nikakor ne
strinjajo s trditvijo in najvišja ocena, da se popolnoma strinjajo s trditvijo.

V rezultatih in diskusijskem delu naloge smo predstavili zbrane in analizirane podatke, ki
smo jih dobili iz intervjujev in vprašalnikov, ki so bili ključnega pomena za nadaljnji razvoj.
Iz odgovorov v prvem ciklu vprašanj, ki so bili namenjeni zaposlenim v občini Šoštanj, članom
Občinske uprave in aktivnim članom krajevnih skupnosti ter drugih skupnosti v mestu, smo
izluščili, da s prebivalci komunicirajo na različnih kanalih preko časopisov Naš Čas, Šoštanjski
list, lokalnega radia, letakov in spletnih kanalov (spletne strani, Facebook strani in elektronskih
sporočil). Katere kanale uporabljajo, je odvisno od dejavnosti, interesa in starostne skupine
intervjuvancev. Opažajo, da je starostna skupina, ki je najmanj vključena v to komunikacijo,
starostna skupina med 30-im in 50-im letom, in sicer zaradi vsakodnevnih obveznosti (delo,
otroci, skrb za dom). Obenem predvidevajo, da je ta starostna skupina najbolj vključena v
spletno komunikacijo. Vse starostne skupine večinoma komunicirajo med seboj na različnih
dogodkih v mestu, vsi pa se strinjajo z dejstvom, da so prebivalci, ki živijo v okoliških vaseh,
veliko bolj povezani med seboj kot prebivalci, ki živijo v mestu.
Menijo, da bi omrežje, ki ga razvijamo moralo pokrivati več interesov, dostavljati verodostojne
informacije o dogodkih širom celotne občine, spodbujati prostovoljstvo ter vanj vključevati
starejše in socialno ogrožene prebivalce. Dodali bi kategorijo z oglasi in izmenjavami. Omrežje
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bi moralo biti uporabniku prijazno in enostavno za uporabo, prebivalcem pa, ne glede na
njihova leta ne bi smelo predstavljati težav z učenjem uporabe. Če bi projekt »zaživel«, bi to
vsekakor izboljšalo številne vidike življenja v občini, največji izziv, s katerim bi se spopadali,
pa bi bila najverjetneje integracija prebivalcev v omrežje. 90 % intervjuvancev verjame v to, da
bi prebivalci uporabljali omrežje, saj bi končno dobili ključno moč za soustvarjanje lokalne
družbe.
Iz odgovorov v drugem ciklu vprašanj smo ugotovili, da večina intervjuvancev opaža, da so bili
pred dvajsetimi leti prebivalci občine veliko bolj povezani med seboj, čeprav je danes veliko
več dogodkov, ki bi jih lahko povezovali. Menijo, da se mladi veliko manj igrajo zunaj s svojimi
vrstniki, sosedi in prijatelji, kot so se pred dvema desetletjema, prav tako pa so se ohladili
medsosedski odnosi in skrčila medsosedska druženja. Intervjuvanci se za dogodke v mestu,
večinoma informirajo preko družbenega omrežja Facebook. Za medsebojno komunikacijo,
mlajši intervjuvanci dajejo prednost družbenim omrežjem in elektronskim sporočilom, medtem
ko starejši, raje med seboj poklepetajo na ulici ali po telefonu.
Večina jih meni, da ima internet pozitivne učinke na skupnost. Informacije so bolj dostopne,
hkrati pa si lahko v stiku z več ljudmi naenkrat. Nekaj jih meni, da so v mali/srednji meri
zamenjali komunikacijo »v živo« s spletno komunikacijo.
Najpopularnejše družbeno omrežje je Facebook, sledijo mu Instagram, Twitter in LinkedIn. V
največji meri intervjuvanci uporabljajo družbena omrežja, da ostanejo v stiku z ljudmi, ki živijo
izven njihovega kraja. V malo manjši meri pa se seznanjajo z dogodki v mestu in ostajajo v
stiku z ljudmi, ki živijo v istem kraju. Vsi intervjuvanci imajo svoje računalnike, trinajst jih ima
lastne pametne telefone in devet lastne tablične računalnike. Večinoma za dostop do
družbenih omrežij uporabljajo pametne telefone in nato računalnike.
V novo omrežje bi intervjuvanci vključili kategorijo za izmenjavo (znanje, blago, orodje, hrana,
oblačila, jezik), vendar zaradi dejstva, da je med prebivalci veliko ljudi, ki niso zmožni ponuditi
nekaj materialnega v zameno, priporočajo, da ne bi smelo biti obvezno »usluge« vrniti nazaj.
Menijo namreč, da imajo nekateri veliko stvari, ki jih želijo podariti. Vključili bi kategorijo za
pomoč, ki bi na primer nudila pomoč za starejše ljudi, pri čiščenju snega, pri nakupovanju in
nošenju nakupovalnih vrečk iz trgovine ipd. Dodali bi kategorijo za skupni prevoz iz bližnjih
mest, kot tudi oddelek za povezovanje ljudi, glede na različne dejavnosti (npr. potrebujemo tri
osebe, ki bi pomagale pri pobiranju jabolk v hiši starejše gospe, ker le ta ni več sposobna
opravljati takšnih opravil).
Intervjuvanci menijo, da bi bilo v omrežje potrebno dodati nabiralnik za izmenjavo idej, mnenj,
kritik in reševanje problemov, ki bi jih neposredno povezali z občino, saj bi radi bili bolj vključeni
v soustvarjanje občinskih politik. Vmesnik bi moral vsebovati informacije o občini. Omrežje bi
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moralo biti enostavno za uporabo, informacije pa bi morale biti ažurirane pravočasno. Nekateri
bi za bolj pregleden dostop do dogodkov, vključili tudi koledar z vsemi dogodki. Le najstarejši
intervjuvanec ni prepričan, da bi uporabljal omrežje. Vsi ostali menijo, da bi imelo le to pozitiven
vpliv na življenje v občini in bi ga z veseljem uporabljali.
Pri analizi vprašalnikov smo prišli do ugotovitve, da ima večina vprašanih v lasti pametne
telefone in računalnike, najbolj zaželena naprava za dostop do družbenih omrežij je pameten
telefon, za njim pa računalnik. Tablični računalnik uporablja le peščica vprašanih.
Najljubše in najbolj popularno družbeno omrežje je Facebook, ki ga uporablja kar 92 %
vprašanih. Vrstni red prioritet, za uporabo družbenih omrežij, je podoben vrstnemu redu pri
intervjujih, primarno jih uporabljajo, da ostanejo v stikih z ljudmi, ki živijo izven njihovih krajev,
sekundarno za informiranje o dogodkih v mestu in terciarno da ostanejo v stiku z ljudmi, ki
živijo v istem kraju. Vprašani največkrat dostopajo do želenih informacij o dogodkih v mestu,
preko Facebook strani Mestne občine in drugih skupnosti ter organizacij, ki delujejo v mestu.
V novo omrežje bi morali (po vrstnem redu) vključiti vsebine, ki bi povezovale prebivalce,
vsebine o dogodkih v mestu, informativne vsebine o občini, informacije o delujočih podjetjih v
mestu kot tudi prevoze v/iz bližnjih mest.
75 % vprašanih se je že znašlo v situaciji, ko niso vedeli, kaj početi s svojimi stvarmi (sadje,
zelenjava, obleke), 91 % je pripravljenih stvari, ki jih imajo preveč, deliti s prebivalci občine.
Velika večina vprašanih meni, da bi bilo potrebno v vsebine družbeno – kolaborativnega
omrežja, vključiti izmenjevalno dejavnost. Menijo, da bi interakcije spremenile sliko mesta v
katerem živimo, ljudi bi med seboj povezale, posledično bi si posamezniki razširili poznanstva
in dobili občutek, da sooblikujejo prijetnejše bivalno okolje. Verjamejo, da bi bilo omrežje s
poudarjenim socialnim vidikom potrebno in, da bi preko njega lahko prebivalci izkoristili svoje
znanje ter z njim pomagali someščanom.
Veliko vprašanih je izpostavilo, da v izmenjavah vračila nebi smela biti obligatorna, saj so
nekateri prebivalci materialno bolj privilegirani od drugih, lahko pa bi manj privilegirani,
someščanom pomagali s svojimi življenjskimi izkušnjami in znanjem, ki ga imajo.
Intervjuvanka je izpostavila, da je preko osebnih izkušenj prišla do spoznanja, da so ljudje
veseli, če lahko pomagajo drugim in, da bi prebivalce občine Šoštanj pritegnila privlačna
zgodba o prednostih omrežja.
Večina komentarjev na odprto vprašanje je bilo pozitivnih, peščica vprašancev pa je z nami
delila mnenje, da so ljudje v občini Šoštanj mogoče preveč zadržani, da bi se vključevali v
takšno omrežje, vendar kaj podobnega še nikoli ni obstajalo, tako da bi bilo vredno poskusiti,
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saj je mogoče to razlog za zadržanost ljudi. Eden izmed vprašanih je komentiral podatek, da
omrežja ne bi uporabljal, saj ni pripravljen tvegati svoje blaginje zaradi neznanih ljudi.
Najpomembnejša povratna informacija, ki smo jo izluščili iz intervjujev in vprašalnikov je bila
ta, da je velika večina prebivalcev, naklonjena razvijanju novega družbeno – kolaborativnega
omrežja in si želijo, da končen produkt magistrske naloge »oživi«.

Na podlagi izluščenih informacij, ki so nam jih prinesli intervjuji in vprašalniki, smo določili
zahteve za družbeno – kolaborativno omrežje.
Prišli smo do ugotovitev, da bo razvoj družbeno – kolaborativnega omrežja imelo pozitiven
vpliv na gospodarske, družbene, kulturne in okoljske vrednote v občini Šoštanj. Uporabljalo se
bo za posredovanje vseh pomembnih informacij o dogodkih v občini Šoštanj in spodbujalo
sodelovanje med prebivalci. Predpogoj za včlanitev v omrežje bo to, da mora uporabnik živeti
v občini Šoštanj. Predvidevamo, da ga bodo uporabljali uporabniki različnih starostnih skupin,
najverjetneje pa bo na pogostost uporabe, vplivala računalniška pismenost posameznikov.
Ključno je to, da omrežje izpolnjuje specifične uporabnostne cilje (učinkovitost, storilnost,
varnost, učljivost, zapomljivost) in zadovoljuje cilje uporabniške izkušnje (zanesljivost, točnost,
uporabnost, izboljšuje družabnost in spodbuja povezovanje).
Predstavljen konceptualen model, podrobno predstavi uporabniški vmesnik omrežja in pokaže
način, kako bo uporabnikom olajšal življenje v občini Šoštanj. Naj omenimo le nekaj glavnih
značilnosti, ki jih bo vsebovalo omrežje.
Za priključitev v omrežje bodo morali uporabniki izpolniti obrazec. Prvi del gesla bodo dobili na
njihov elektronski naslov, drugi del gesla pa na njihov domači naslov. Ko bodo imeli celotno
geslo, se bodo lahko prijavili v omrežje in dostopali do vseh informacij v omrežju. Na takšen
način bomo lahko regulirali, da so člani omrežja zagotovo samo prebivalci občine Šoštanj.
Uporabniki bodo dostopali do informacij preko navigacijskega menija, ki bo razdeljen na pet
kategorij v namizni verziji in šest v mobilni verziji. Kategorije, ki bodo predstavljene v
navigacijskem meniju, bodo:


Mesto in organizacije: V prvi kategoriji bomo dostopali do informacij o občini,
skupnostih in organizacijah (dogodki, obvestila, itd.). Del vidnega polja bo zavzemal
tudi gumb, preko katerega bomo lahko stopili v direkten stik z občino in preko katerega
bomo lahko sporočili težavo, delili mnenje ali kritiko.



Sodelujte: V drugi kategoriji »Sodelujte« bodo uporabniki imeli priložnost deliti med
seboj: materialno blago (oblačila, ki jih ne potrebujejo več, gospodinjske aparate, itd.),
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znanje, pomoč (pomoč pri nabiranju jabolk v hiši stare ženske) ali prevoz (skupni
prevoz do bližnjih bolnišnic ali podobno).


Pošta: Tretja kategorija bo delovala po principu vsake elektronske pošte in bo
uporabnikom omogočala komuniciranje med seboj. Preko te kategorije se bodo lahko
dogovarjali za »izmenjave« iz druge kategorije.



Obvestila: V četrti kategoriji bodo uporabniki prejemali obvestila o njihovih interesih in
prihajajočih dogodkih.



Povezave: V peti kategoriji »povezave« bodo uporabniki lahko našli povezave do
spletnih strani Občine, skupnosti, organizacij in podjetij, ki delujejo v občini Šoštanj.



Koledar: V šesti kategoriji, ki bo posamezna kategorija le v mobilni različici
uporabniškega vmesnika (v namizni različici bo koledar spremljevalni vizualen del
drugih kategorij), bodo uporabniki lahko shranjevali dogodke, ki jih zanimajo, da jim le
ti ne bodo ušli iz glave.

V naslednjem koraku smo opredelili določene uporabniške, funkcionalne in uporabnostne
potrebe, ki jih mora zadovoljevati uporabniški vmesnik, na koncu pa kreirali scenarije, v katerih
smo predstavili dve osebi različnih starostnih skupin, ozadij in povezanosti z občino. Ta korak
nam je orisal dodatno razumevanje o tem, kako se bo omrežje uporabljalo in kako bo
uporabnikom omogočalo medsebojno sodelovanje, vključevanje v družbo, shranjevanje
dogodkov, informiranje o njih, ipd.
Ko smo določili vse zahteve, ki jih mora vsebovati naše omrežje, smo začeli z izdelavo
prototipa, prvi korak v tem procesu so bile skice izdelka, v katerem smo iskali najboljšo rešitev
za glavne značilnosti izdelka, naslednji korak je bilo kreiranje enostavnih papirnatih prototipov,
v katerih smo identificirali nekatere funkcije, ki smo jih kasneje prilagodili in dokončno
izoblikovali v detajlen interaktivni prototip.
Preden smo začeli oblikovati detajlen interaktivni prototip, smo določili dimenzije
uporabniškega vmesnika. Na podlagi rezultatov in dejstva, da večina prebivalcev, vključenih v
naši raziskavi, dostopa do družbenih omrežij preko pametnih telefonov, smo se odločili
oblikovati dve različni dimenziji prototipa, eden namenjen za visoko ločljive zaslone (namizna
verzija), drugi pa za pametne telefone (mobilna verzija).
Ko smo imeli oblikovan natančen interaktivni prototip, smo testirali njegovo uporabnost.
Testiranje smo izvedli z namenom, da bi našli napake, s katerimi se srečujejo uporabniki.
Testirancem smo dali tri naloge, ki so jih morali izpolniti. Pri vsaki nalogi smo budno spremljali,
kje se zatika in si beležili stvari, ki so v procesih nelogične in bi jih bilo potrebno spremeniti, ali
za njih najti drugo rešitev. S testiranci smo se na koncu nalog pogovorili, poslušali njihova
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mnenja in težave, ki so jih spremljale med testiranjem. Na koncu je sledilo še izpolnjevanje
vprašalnika z merilno lestvico o uporabniškem zadovoljstvu.
Zadnji korak nam je pomagal doseči sklep o primernosti izdelka in odgovoriti na vprašanje, ali
je uporabniška izkušnja prototipa zadovoljila potrebe uporabnika. Poleg tega nam je prikazal,
kje je potrebno prototip dodelati, kaj ni logično v celotnem procesu in napake, ki jih moramo
popraviti, da bi v celoti zadovoljili izkušnje uporabnikov.
Ker je načrtovanje dobrih uporabniških vmesnikov in oblikovanje za dobro uporabniško
izkušnjo iterativen proces, se naš razvoj produkta ne ustavi na koncu magistrske naloge. Če
želimo, da bo v prihodnosti družbeno – kolaborativno omrežje za občino Šoštanj »ugledalo luč
sveta«, moramo natančno izoblikovati vizualen vidik oblikovanja, kot tudi interakcijski del, pred
lansiranjem pa je potrebno še dodatno testirati uporabnost prototipov.
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SUMMARY

The major objective of this thesis is to design a new social-collaborative network for a limited
area. In our case, that limited area is the Municipality of Šoštanj. We came to notice that
nowadays people become more and more alienated and, having that in mind, we designed the
social-collaborative network to help bringing the inhabitants back together, to connect them to
each other and make their lives in the Municipality of Šoštanj more fulfilled and easier.
The research review of the thesis discusses two topics: communities and interaction design.
In the first topic we review how were communities transformed throughout the decades and
what was the impact of personal computers and internet in that transformation. We outline the
differences between place-based and online communities, review the characteristics of people
that are usually more integrated and active in communities and indicate how people’s voluntary
engagements and participation influence them. The focus in the chapter communities is to
overview the transition of the online communities and their impact on local communities and
city life, since today online communities have more than ever a positive effect on strengthening
the traditional place-based communities. Furthermore, we explain the impact that social media
platforms and collaboration tools have on the global communication and collaboration, features
of the social network dedicated to neighbourhoods Nextdoor and TimeBanks, a time based
currency.
In the second topic we explore interaction design, which is fundamental for designing
pleasurable and friendly computer-based systems for the people. In the User interface design
sub-chapter we meet fundamental parts of UI design and its design principles while in the User
experience design sub-chapter we define what the characteristics of a good UX are as well as
recommend what we should observe in order to satisfy users when designing a product. We
finish the chapter with guidance for usability goals and usability testing.
In the experimental part of the thesis, we describe the materials and methods used in the
research and information about participants taking a part in the research.
In the results and discussion part of the thesis, we analyse the gathered data from the
interviews and questionnaires. The most important feedback from the participants in the
interview and questionnaires was that this kind of network will be used among all the
inhabitants and they believed it was necessary that the thesis should be actualized one day.
On the basis of results we gathered, the requirements for the social-collaborative network in
which we address that the development of the new network will have many economic, social,
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cultural and environmental values. Afterwards, we explain that the product will be used to
deliver all the important information about the events in the municipality to their users and
encourage the collaboration among the inhabitants. We have specified that the product will be
used among the inhabitants of different age-groups and a predisposition for joining the product
will be that you live in the borders of the Municipality of Šoštanj.
We have listed that in order to be used the product needs to fulfil specific usability goals
(effectiveness, efficiency, safety, learnability and memorability) and user experience goals
(reliable, accurate, helpful, enhancing sociability and encouraging connectivity).
In conceptual model, we describe the detailed representation of the system and how it will
serve the users. To please the requirements, we define user, functional and usability needs of
the product. The last stone in the requirements gathering section are user scenarios in which
we make up two personas of the product with different backgrounds, from different age groups
and different connections to the municipality. This step gives us additional understanding on
how the network will be used and how it will make user’s life better.
When the requirements were set, we started to design the prototype with the first steps
sketches of the product in which we were searching for the best solution for the main features
of the product. The second step were low-fidelity prototypes in which we identified some
functions, which we later adapted into high-fidelity prototype.
In order to find mistakes in the interactions of the product and visual confusions that the users
might have when using the product, we had conducted usability tests on our high-fidelity
prototype. We gave the users three different tasks to perform, we were monitoring them while
performing those tasks and later gave them a user survey to grade the product.
The last step has helped us to come to the conclusion about the suitability of the product and
if the user’s experience of the product satisfied the user’s needs. Furthermore, it pointed out
the mistakes of the product and gave us suggestions where our focus should be in order to
create a better experience with more logical steps and material how to correct the mistakes
that we had made in the first iteration cycle.
The result of the thesis is a high-fidelity interactive prototype which enables the users to access
information about current events taking place in the municipality and memorise the desired
events, to collaborate with municipality’s other inhabitants, to connect with others via network
with e-mail, to get notifications about upcoming events and important municipality issues and
to find connections to websites of the municipality, associations, and companies that operate
within the municipality.
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Since design is an ongoing process which never stops, our product development does not stop
at the end of this thesis. That means if a social-collaboration network for municipality of Šoštanj
will be actualized in the future, we will need to work a bit more on the visual aspect of design
as well as on the interaction section of design and perform usability tests among the inhabitants
again before launching the product.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We live in the era of computers and we cannot imagine our lives without ubiquitous devices
that could make our lives less complicated and save us a lot of time while accessing the
needed information. Computers form a big part of cities and their inhabitants more than
ever. Probably, there is not a city in the world that does not use the advantages of the
information technology, either to spread the news through its channels to their inhabitants
or to become more energy efficient city.
In Slovenia we have a lot of small municipalities, like the Municipality of Šoštanj with many
already existing and well connected small communities, which already perform great work
with its small interventions to improve the living in the city. We are positive that we can help
those communities improve and make the life of all inhabitants in the city easier and even
better.
The purpose of the master thesis is to develop a social-collaborative network for the
inhabitants of Municipality of Šoštanj.
We are aware of the challenges that the city has been dealing with in the past few decades
and how many things have changed during these years. We can name just a few changes
such as: transition from the old Yugoslavian system and politics, Slovenia has become a
part of EU which opened our borders to a bigger marketplace, due to the excavation of coal,
some parts of the municipality disappeared under the water, which slowed down the
development of the city and also the factory with more than 200-years old tradition (which
employed many people from the city) went bankrupt etc.
All the above-mentioned facts united with rapidly growing life tempo which had an impact
on the changing social picture of the city. People have become more distant to each other
and because of those facts we have come up with a solution to change the picture of living
in the city to the better with help of information technology and wise internet connections.
There are some similar networks which already exist, but globally that kind of networks are
arising which is the main reason to explore features that they have and test if some of them
can function in the social-collaboration network in the municipality of Šoštanj.
In the master thesis we research and analyse the area of social and collaborative networks
and we try to find answers to the problems of their usefulness and importance of user
interfaces and user experience by their usability.
We defined some research principles and hypothesis (listed below) which were the driving
force of our research and development process.
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●

A proper user interface of the network, with carefully selected properties, can solve
the problem of alienation and lack of cooperation between people of the same
neighbourhood or municipality; it can also raise their living standard.

●

People who live in the same municipality are prepared to join such network and
welcome that way of communication.

●

Online based community could improve physical interactions among the inhabitants
and increase collective action in the Municipality of Šoštanj.

●

All the tools for collaboration and communication which are presented in this type of
network are logically interrelated and are easy to use.

●

A consistent visual language and consistent interactive tools help with the quick
learnability, memorability and consequently improve the experience the user has
with the product.

The structure of master thesis is divided into five parts.
The first part consists of the literature and research overview whose findings led us to the
second part in which we performed the interviews and questionnaires among the inhabitants
of Šoštanj. Findings from the second part helped us define requirements for the network
which were transformed in the interface design in the fourth part. When the high-fidelity
prototype was finished, we evaluated the product with usability tests in fifth i.e. the last part.
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2. RESEARCH REVIEW

2.1 Communities

The local spatial connection is globally losing its importance. We presume that this is the
consequence of the rapidly changing lifestyle, which is faster and more stressful than it used
to be a few decades ago.
Blanchard and Markus (1) believe for the most of the people it is not problematic to spot a
community, but it is different when we need to put that into words and define what a
community exactly is. Over time, many researchers have been studying both place-based
and communities of interest, although place-based communities are presumed as the
standard in the research of communities.
Amitai Etzioni (2) concluded that a community can be defined by two attributes:


Individuals in the community are allies to similar values and follow similar rules;



Community is a mesh of relationships related to influence, within a group of
individuals that often criticise and support each another.

Although communities, as defined by Etzioni, lose their power, still, many characteristics of
the communities, vary from country to country, from city to city and, further, from
neighbourhood to neighbourhood.
In the year 2009, a research was made in Ljubljana (3), with the aim to find out how the
neighbourly relations were changing due to the demands of working (busy) life. The
conclusion of the research was that people who hold a permanent work contract are more
integrated in the society than people who are retired, and, actually, have more time for
maintaining these contacts. However, interviewees agree that due to the demands of going
to work they have less time to be more integrated into the neighbourhood. Lack of time was
the main reason for people not being integrated enough into society, as well as for the
reduced sense of community. Filipovič Hrast, the author of the research, also came to a
conclusion that the society is polarized with the so-called “Locals” and “Cosmopolitans”,
with “Cosmopolitans” being those who highly appreciate work (and those with higher
incomes) and may, therefore, have no time nor desire to devote more time to neighbourly
relations and life in the local community; “Locals” have intensified contact with the
neighbourhood and value this relationship. All this may have negative consequences, such
as reduced social capital of local communities and reduced possibilities of collective action
at the local level. Notice the fact that the local environment is less interested in merely the
individuals who have, perhaps, the biggest competencies and resources to it or to change
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anything improved.
We cannot talk about communities if we do not review the psychological sense of the
community which outlines another perspective – the reason why people join a community.
Davidson and Cotter (4) defined psychological sense of community as a vigorous
connection which people can experience to other individuals, influenced by the place of
living, work environment, school they attend, or groups they interact with. The most
important thing in a community, from a psychological sense, is the perception of belonging,
the feeling of being a significant part of other community members’ lives and the sense of
having a strong supporting system in other community members.
Social identity is constructed with three constituent parts which are in some way similar, yet,
in others, different. Those parts are: appreciation of being a part of a group, intuitive
engagement in the group and sense of worth as being a part of the group. The more active
the member is in the group, and the more they take part in group actions, the more
noticeable part of the group in the depersonalization process they become. (5) That is
accurate for both offline and online communities and points out an important view from the
perspective why people join communities and want to be a part of a social group.
With the development of new technologies, many changes happened in the relations among
people. Technology had a big impact on diverse lifestyle, along with the expanded
migrations of the populations. (3) We often hear the saying that the world has become
smaller, so we can claim that it is partly due to the development of the new technologies.
According to the research previously mentioned, we have defined several definitions of a
community which will guide us in the next pages. We can agree that they are all correct,
and that everything we previously mentioned builds the whole picture of the story.
The initiation of online communities will not be possible without personal computers and the
internet. These media are the main reason why traditional communities, whose places were
limited, started to expand in not so traditional communities that become wider and exclude
place limitation.
Until late 1970s, computers were used strictly by computer experts. Computers were larger
and a single computer was managed by many people. This practice changed with the
invention of the personal computer when the computer became accessible to every
individual.
In 1991, Mark Weiser (6) announced a new era of ubiquitous computing in which every
individual will have to use multiple computers that are present everywhere and, often,
hidden from our view. He quoted: “The most profound technologies are those that
disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are
indistinguishable from it.” (6) Weiser’s prediction came true.
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A similar, yet more business-oriented presumption was introduced in the Toffler’s book The
Third Wave published (7) in 1980, in which he predicted that people will soon customize the
goods and the services they consume, meaning that, with the help of computer networks,
the consumption of the future will be more connected with production, distribution and
exchange, and by that, the power of production will be in the hands of the consumers, and,
by inference, consumers would become a hybrid between producers and consumers, which
he named as prosumers.
Almost three decades later, Tapscott and Williams (8) defined presumption as a new
essential activity of the new economy in which collaboration between people of the same
age will innovate modern, visionary and useful new economic systems.
Ren, Kraut and Kiesler (9) define an online community as a group of people with common
ambitions, concerns and commitments interacting among themselves on the Internet.
Almost all online communities depend upon members’ voluntary donations, their
engagement and devotion. In online communities, members often socialize among
themselves, so we can presume that, from the amount of socializing, we can “measure” the
strength of their relationship. Authors also mention that members can be a part of a group
because they like the group (identity-based attachment) or they like individuals of the group
(bond-based attachment).
“In offline communities, sense of community has been shown to increase community
member engagement. For example, sense of community increases involvement in civic
organizations and political participation.” (10)
As already mentioned, the after-effect of innovations in information technology and global
internet coverage are the main reasons for the formations of online communities. Also, we
can agree that the place of the community became a borderless place, since online
communities are not place-based as traditional communities.
In many scientific articles, the most listed and primary reason why people join the online
communities is searching for information and social support and friendship.
Ridings and Gefen (11) argue that, number of people join online communities for the social
support that the community can offer to them. Spending time with other members from the
community has an important influence against the alienation of the individuals, and, also, it
is not strange that true friendships and meaningful relationships can be established online.
Furthermore, an online community can be perfect to get various information from strangers.
What makes online communities special is that one can access the information shaped by
members in contrast with other information on the Internet produced by a site provider.
Crucial matter for the long-term growth and success of the online communities is the input
and time that the members can dedicate to the community. (9) We can agree that, after all,
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we have stronger and longer relationships with the people we know than with the ones that
have an unknown identity.
According to Wellman (1), it is not necessarily true that someone can find emotional,
financial and domestic support in their neighbourhoods, since most of the time people build
their own “personal communities” that are not geographically defined. “Community feelings
and behaviours, such as the giving and receiving of help and emotional support, do not
always exist in place-based neighbourhoods, because of that we need to differentiate
between place-based neighbourhood and communities.” (1) The previously mentioned
characteristics are closely related to every online community, since we can gain the same
support that, a long time ago was possible only in a place-based community.
Elements of success in online communities are linked with various social roles that
individuals have in the communities, especially with the support the old members offer to
new members and with the stimulation for interactions among all members of the
community. (12)
There is, also, a bitter view on online communities, according to Garau (13) and her case
study covering the Public Engagement with Online and Face-to-Face Participation, in which
she claims the internet changed our communication methods, for instance, it gave voice to
individuals who can express themselves anonymously or through aliases. She also
criticises the digital revolution as being the main reason for alienation of individuals or
communities, since it replaced the place-based communities with more physical
interactions.
Based on previously done research, we found out that the Internet can have an alienating
influence on some communities, but we can also presume that online communities can have
a positive effect on strengthening the traditional place-based communities, we just need to
lead their users in the right direction. Likewise, people like to be a part of a community (both
online and offline) and like to belong to a society, although the rapid life tempo limits most
of them with chronic lack of time.

2.1.1 Social media and social networks
The first social network that can be compared to today’s social networks, most likely was
Network AOL. Some claim the AOL was the revolutionary network, a forerunner of today’s
social networks, whose most innovative element the “Member Profiles”, can be found in
most of today’s social networks. The content of the element did not differ much from today’s
“Member Profiles”. (14)
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Nowadays, people cannot imagine their everyday life without computers, which became a
communication medium, while the social network Facebook become a pervasive framework
among people of all ages. (15) We can hardly imagine today’s world without social networks
like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram etc., which either connect us or apart us.
According to Weinschenk, nowadays, social media is an effective tool that can help a
person with online advertising, (16) and, since digital advertising in business is rising, we
can add that social media became an efficient business toll, too.
Society and technology are in reciprocal dynamic relationship and it can be said that they
are shaping and transforming each other. (17) The fact that one can find social media
platforms, such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and LinkedIn among the most frequently
accessed websites worldwide, indicates the enormous popularity of these sites. (18)
There is no doubt that the Internet and its tools have completely changed our perspective
of communication. Owing to the powerful medium, communication nowadays is (globally)
simpler than it used to be a few decades ago when the internet did not exist.
A study by Johnson and Halegoua (19) shows that the participants of the survey who prefer
to use the social media as a way of communication are the ones that are more sympathetic
towards a neighbourhood association than the ones that prefer traditional ways of
communications (e-mail or post mail). Furthermore, the results of the research on the
communities and the usage of the internet claims that activity in the social media can have
a positive impact on a place-based community, since there are a lot of possibilities that
online connections can transform into offline connections and, consequently, influence on
shaping a sense of community in neighbourhoods. Possibly, this is the reason why social
media is extensively used as an organization and collaboration tool.
However, this is not the only feature that the social media has regarding the online
communication and online communities. For community included individuals, social media
is also an effective tool for reaching people instantly and, by that, save a lot of money, time
and energy. (20) “The major differences between traditional channels of communication
and social media are whether there exist capabilities for a one-way, two-way, or interactive
exchange of information.” (21)

2.1.2 Collaborative tools
Collaborative tools are helpful tools that can make the life of people who are not in the same
location easier. For example, this master thesis has been written in Macedonia, and was
later edited by my mentors in Slovenia and Sweden. This scenario would have never been
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possible without the simplest collaborative tools (e-mails, Google documents, Skype, etc.).
Nevertheless, before collaborative networks and tools were available for the whole
population, they were mostly used by national departments and corporations, which
enabled them better performance and connectivity. Collaborative tools are extensive
synonyms for the communication media or device. Today, they are successfully used for a
smoother operation of small and medium-sized enterprises, corporations, small, universities
etc. Socialcast, Jive, Jammer (22), the great majority is intended for companies or
organizations to assist in their work, while Trello, Mural.ly, and InVision are designed for
smaller groups working in the creative fields.
We notice exceptional growth in CSCW (computer-supported collaborative work) in the past
few decades. The principal tools are still e-mail and chat, which are accompanied by: voice
and video conferencing, and collective editing of various documents by more people at the
same time. For many people the usage of CSCW infrastructures has become a daily activity.
(23) That enables them to work remotely. Adding collaborative tools in small communities
can improve their functionality and bring the collaboration in their living rooms when they do
not have the time for face to face communication.

2.1.3 Nextdoor
Networks that have focused on the neighbourhoods are Nextdoor and StreetBank. They
are target to a specific group and are present in the United States and the United Kingdom.
(24) (25) Nextdoor is a social network dedicated to neighbourhoods, that allows users to
connect with their near neighbours or roommates, and, consequently, become more
interconnected. It was the first American national system which enabled social media
experience to the people living from the same neighbourhoods. Nextdoor functions even
though the market is already filled with other social media networks, such as Facebook,
Twitter, or Craigslist, and it also uses some elements and characteristics from those
networks. (25)
The community-oriented research by Carroll and Rosson outlines that community networks
today are less community directed than they were 15 years ago, even though nowadays
more people are interested in the community topics rather than they were in the past. They
presume it is the right time for Nextdoor to influence the above-mentioned issues, with
features and content including in the network. (25)
On the Nextdoor’s website, it is listed that Neighbours can use Nextdoor to ask questions,
get to know people from their neighbourhood, get recommendations about babysitters,
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plumbers, painters, doctors etc. in the neighbourhood, help find lost pets and exchange
advice and goods. Also, Nextdoor’s mission is to build stronger local communities in the
USA (which is their primary market), the Netherlands and the UK. (26)

An interesting survey (27) was made among 212 residents of Indian Hill neighbourhood
(City of Lawrence, Kansas, USA) with a goal to find out the potentials and challenges for
social media in the Neighbourhood Context in which a lot of participants in the survey were
resistant to the concept of using social media as a communication tool in the
neighbourhoods. The main reasons for that was, that not all the people living in the same
neighbourhood have the same options for accessing the social media (some do not have
social media accounts), which excludes them in the important local communication.
Because of that, they are not especially fond of the idea for Facebook, Twitter and other
social media networks to be the primary “place” where people would discuss important local
topics. However, they welcome the idea for those networks to be an accompanying place.
The survey was made in 2012 and the results are interesting because people do not prefer
social media, as Facebook and Twitter, for solving community problems and for better
integration in the community. Since Nextdoor is more popular in USA’s neighbourhoods, we
can presume that a network like that is a better way to include “social media” network in the
community.

2.1.4 TimeBanks
We can claim with certainty that the development in the field of the computer sciences
impacts the continuous growth, especially in mobile, artificial intelligence and context-aware
systems. Consequently, many innovations with a social connotation are being launched. In
order to live a more fulfilled life and be more connected with the society, we need to partly
forget that “money” is the only currency for purchasing and return in the time when people
used to function different, by exchange of goods and mutual help. Organizations that
function by those principles already exist and are known as TimeBanks or local exchange
trading schemes (LETS). (28)
Belotti, Carroll and Han concluded that many people in the community need help with many
things, such as: tutoring (kids that struggle in school), general help to the elderly,
transportation to nearest hospitals, taking care of kids etc., and that people that have more
demanding jobs and work full-time are less involved in the communities. They suggest that
TimeBanks with an online supported network can refresh stagnating neighbourhoods and
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have a positive influence on the alienation among the population, it can teach the people
from the communities how to get to goods or skills without money, and it can reduce
government costs by promoting volunteerism and involving more people in the
communities. (28)
According to Callison (29) and the Gorbals TimeBank that was created in 1991, in a
neighbourhood of Gorbal in Glasgow, achieved to help over 4500 clients to find work or
enrol at university. Likewise, more than 1000 new jobs were created by the companies
within and near the neighbourhood. In 10 years, unemployment decreased from 20 percent
(1991) to 10.7 percent (2001), and that had an important psychological effect on the people
that have been struggling with unemployment for a longer period, until their self-esteem was
restored. (29)
Edgar Cahn, the founder of the modern timebanking, presented that: “Asset, Redefining
Work, Reciprocity, Social Networks, and Respect.” (30) are the five crucial values for the
success of TimeBanks. At the official web page, Timebanking is defined as a: “time-based
currency that helps to build circles and the network of mutual support.” (30) It operates by
the principle give-take – you give an hour of your time, for example, teaching your neighbour
German, and you receive a one-hour credit, which you can either spend on some other
service or donate.
The first Timebank in Slovenia was established in 2009 by, at that time, the member of the
Parliament and former minister of education, Slavko Gaber, and his diverse team of
students with different backgrounds. (31) Nevertheless, according to the article (32)
published in the Slovenian newspaper "Delo", TimeBanks has not been established in the
country because most Slovenians still consider money as the main value tender and
because of the fact that people here are not very receptive to alternative solutions.
Additionally, the main problem of Slovenian TimeBanks was that its participants were mainly
from the upper and middle class; thus, the circle of offer-equity was not closed, since the
offer exceeded the equity. In the article, TimeBanks from Ljubljana and Maribor is
mentioned and the only one that was still functioning at the time when the article was
published, in 2014, was TimeBank in Šentjur, with 160 members who were scared of
inspections, since TimeBank was not regulated by law. This, somehow, gives us hope and
strength to implement a similar idea (later in the paper) in an even smaller city than Šentjur.
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2.1.4.1

Technology behind TimeBanks

Due to the necessity to understand how technology can better address the needs of the
users, researchers from Palo Alto Research Centre and the Pennsylvania State University
(28) have developed the mobile application CiVicity. With this mobile application, they
wanted to support the old system (website) yet personalize the experience of time banking
and expand the real-time interactions. Under these assumptions, they added a few
functions, such as: “logging in/out, checking user’s profile or activity history, checking the
lists or requests, making a request, etc.” (28)
Ordinarily, the web system of TimeBanks functions by principles that are similar to other
social media networks. Users log in, publish their personal skills, their offer to other
members, and the time when they are available. They check the offer and request a service
they are interested in. Offer providers receive an e-mail about the request and schedule the
transaction. After the transaction is completed, participants log in the system and check the
“balance” on their accounts (the number of hours they gave/received). (28)

2.2

Interaction design

Interaction design is recognized as the base for all disciplines, fields, and approaches
connected with computer-based systems used by people. (33)
Winograd (34), in his essay, refers to interaction design as being in the same relation to
software engineering as architecture is to civil engineering. When dealing with the problem
of a building, an architect focuses on people and their interactions with space, and an
engineer concentrates on the technical issues, construction methods, durability and similar.
This is a simple analogy, but it helps us to better understand how interaction design works
in conjunction with software engineering.
We presume that the most important part of the interactions in the digital world connects
humans with design through products, such as: mobile applications, websites, washing
machines, shaving appliances etc.
Designing interactive products with the aim to give people an option to communicate and
interact in day-to-day lives is the core of interaction design. (33)
Norman claims (35) that the focus of interaction design is people’s interactions with
technology. Interaction design is, therefore, closely related to psychology, design, art, and
emotions. In the essence, it provides a positive and enjoyable experience for the users. The
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aim is to increase people’s understanding of what can be done, what is happening, and
what has just occurred.
According to Preece “The process of interaction design involves four basic activities:
Establishing requirements, Designing alternatives, Prototyping and Evaluating.” (33)
Activities complement each other through the whole iterative process and need to be
followed while designing the user interface in the master thesis.

2.2.1 User interface design (UI Design)

The user interface design defines how the users will interact with the system, including the
inputs the system accepts and the outputs it produces. The user interface comprises of
three fundamental parts. The first part, “navigation mechanism”, talks about the way in
which the user navigates the system with instructions in the way the system would know
what to do, for example, with the use of buttons or menus. The second part, “input
mechanism”, talks about the way the system captures information, which can be done, for
example, with forms for entering text, such as sign in, password, or search forms. The third
part, “output mechanism”, outlines the manner in which the system gives information to the
users or to the other systems, for example, how web pages work. In their concept, they are
all different, yet, very co-dependent. Navigation design, input design and output design are
closely intertwined. However, navigation mechanism is involved in all computer displays;
while input and output mechanism are involved in most of them (36) To simplify the abovewritten definition, according to Myers user interface is: "The part of the software that handles
the output to the display and the input from the person using the program." (37)
Almost each of the high valued professionals from the field has a different view of which
design principles are important, for a great user interface, but we will expose only two views.
One is from Roger, Sharp and Preece (33), and the other from the “father” of the usercentered design, Donald A. Norman (35).
Roger, Sharp and Preece (33) introduce the design principles as the key elements in
interface design. According to them, they are derived from a mixture of theory-based
knowledge, experience, and common sense.
The authors expose five design principles (33):
-

Visibility. Whether the users will have problems following the upcoming steps
depends on the visibility of the functions. The more visible are the functions, the
more logical is what follows.

-

Feedback. Feedback refers to sending information about resulted actions back
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to the users, which enables the users to continue with their activities.
-

Constrains. The design principle restricts the upcoming user interaction, for
example, it can be done by deactivating some options in the menus.

-

Consistency. We apply the consistency design principle to incorporating similar
elements and operations for fulfilling a similar task in the interfaces.

-

Affordance. Affordance is a design principle used to mark an object's attribute
which instruct people how to use it.

In comparison, Norman (35), in his revised and expanded edition of one of the most
significant books in the field, exposes seven fundamental design principles – three of them
are already mentioned above (feedback, affordance and constraints), which is why we will
skip them, but we will cover the new ones, which are:
-

Discoverability. Specifies which actions are possible and how we can fulfil them. For
a better understanding, or structure of remote controls: each button fulfils a specific
action.

-

Conceptual model. The conceptual model is the crucial part of every good design
product, which we can describe as a brief summary which outlines the main features
and steps of the product and explains what the product will enable us to do.

-

Signifiers. Signifiers are related to affordance, and they are used to clarify it. They
have an influence on discoverability and are usually designed as voice/visual marks
or signs.

-

Mappings. Present us the relationship between controls and their actions. A good
example of mapping is turning on the volume slider on our phones. Moving it to the
right increases the volume and it is usually visualised by the changed colour on the
left side.

However, the main challenge is to apply all the above-mentioned design principles to the
same user interface, since some of them are a bit contradictory; yet, in any case, the correct
juggling between the principles is the key to a successful design.

2.2.2 User experience design (UX Design)
The term user experience was defined in the early 1990s by Apple’s cognitive psychologist
Donald Norman. He expanded human interface research and usability used in that time and
added a new branch which will cover the experience users have with various design
systems, no matter whether they are from the fields of the industrial design or the physical
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interaction. The key attribute of the new term was to ensure that the systems meet user’s
needs and to cover all aspects of user’s experience. (38)
As the name itself reveals, the user experience is the experience the user has while
interacting with the products (web pages, applications, software etc.). We cannot directly
design the user experience, but we can design for user experience, with an intention to
provide effectivity for the user while they interact with the products.
According to Hassenzahl (39), UX can be defined as an analysing feeling the user has while
interacting with the product, which can be good or bad. Good UX results from meeting user’s
self-oriented (stimulating experience) or others-oriented (related information) needs, as well
as satisfying users be-goals (interlinked to users).
We need to keep in mind many aspects of the user experience when we develop new
products or redesign the old ones. “Of central importance are the usability, the functionality,
the aesthetics, the content, the look and feel, and the sensual and emotional appeal.” (33)
Garret (40) claims that the process of user experience is crucial in order to make us sure
that no perspective of the user experience product happens without our conscious.
When designing for a good user experience, he is driven by five elements (40):
-

The Surface Plane. Consists of visual elements that are instantly seen by the users
(figures and texts). We can link that element with the visual design of the page.

-

The Skeleton Plane. We can picture this element as a framework of the page in
which the position of buttons, controls, text containers, etc. is arranged.

-

The Structure Plane. The structure specifies how users got to the page, meaning
this is the analytical part of the page which shows us if the users came to the page
from banners placed on other web pages, Facebook ads or directly to the page.

-

The Scope Plane. Shows the potential of the page. Some sites enable users to save
the information that is regularly used, as shipping addresses, paying details, etc.

-

The Strategy Plane. The strategy element covers the manner how to achieve longterm plans, by following the user’s needs and wishes.

Horton and Quesenbery (41) created a framework based on established design principles
in order to identify guidelines and strategies for incorporating accessibility into any website.
The framework consists of nine principles:
-

“People First: Designing for Differences

-

Clear Purpose: Well-Defined Goals

-

Solid Structure: Built to Standards

-

Easy Interaction: Everything Works

-

Helpful Wayfinding: Guides Users

-

Clean Presentation: Supports Meaning

-

Plain Language: Creates a Conversation
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-

Accessible Media: Supports All Senses

-

Universal Usability: Creates Delight.” (41)

Also, when designing an interactive product, we need to have in mind the user experience’s
goals, which are divided into two sections, desirable (pleasurable, rewarding, enjoyable,
helpful) and undesirable (frustrating, childish, boring, unpleasant). (33)
User experience goals in the design process should be determined and documented at the
very beginning of the project, since they are directing us to the right way of the process.

2.2.3 Usability
Sometimes, we cannot define a clear line between user experience and usability, which is
very important in the design process. Probably the most logical and clear explanation was
made by Hassenzal (39) who argues that the principle of the design process should be the
fulfilment of the be-goals, which are more related to the users. From another point of view,
usability more interrelated to the product and fulfilment of the do-goals. Consequently, that
means that: “Lack of usability can be a barrier in the fulfilment of be-goals, but it is in itself
not desired. In other words, (good) usability is only a precondition of (good) UX.” (39)
Usability needs to meet the following goals:
-

“effective to use (effectiveness),

-

efficient to use (efficiency),

-

safe to use (safety),

-

having good utility (utility),

-

easy to learn (learnability) and

-

easy to remember how to be used (memorability).” (33)

To simplify, usability outlines how much time is needed in order to learn how to use the
interactive product. The better it is, the more satisfied the user is.

2.2.3.1

Usability testing

Usability testing has its roots in traditional experimental methodology. It is composed of two
primary approaches, out of which the first one is formal and consists of conducted tests with
the aim to confirm or disprove a certain before-set hypothesis, while the second is less
formal and consists of a series of tests in the iterative cycle, with aim to uncover usability
flaws and, in all aspects, improve the usability of the product. (42)
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Usability studies or, in other words, user testing, is a study that observes users behaviour
while they interact with tested products. It is supported by the quantitative and qualitative
aspects of the data measurements. The main perspective of the usability studies is
measuring the effectiveness of the features of the tested product. Because of that, we need
to define measures, such as: number of errors per task, time to complete the task, and units
of measures, noted while observing the behaviour of users who test a specific software
application. It is a scientific discipline that supports metrics, measurements and data to
prove assumptions. The general goal of the usability studies is to measure the effectiveness
of the function or the set of functions in the application. To do this, we need to define
measurements, from which we would gain quantitative results, such as time to complete a
task, or the number of errors per task. The survey, which also produces quantitative results,
can be included into the study, from which we would get the insight about the things that
are not easy to monitor, for example, the satisfaction factor. (43)
The usual approach of evaluating user interfaces integrates performing various methods
i.e. experiments, observation, interviews, and questionnaires and collecting data. The main
aim of testing is to determine whether the interface is usable by the potential users and
whether it can perform the tasks which it has been designed for. Through tests, we can
examine how potential users manage different pre-defined tasks. The selection of tasks
depends on the target groups the product is designed for. The results of user satisfaction
questionnaires and interviews can also give us an outline on the overall experience the
users had of the product while using it. (33)
According to Lauder’s and Nielsen’s diagram (44), we need to test 15 users to locate the
usability problems in whole. The diagram shows us that the first user provides us with the
most information and that there are located around a third of the usability problems. There
are some additional problems that we locate in the second and the third user, but not in the
first user. They suggest not to test over five users for the same usability problem and,
instead of one extensive usability test, to perform more small tests and include them in
different development steps.
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Figure 1: Lauder’s and Nielsen’s diagram (44)

If we want, we can perform usability testing on low-fidelity prototypes, but the test gives us
limited usefulness of the whole product, which is why we mostly conduct the tests when we
have a functional high-fidelity prototype. Also, the frequency of tests and the number of
participants included in the testing always varies and depends on the budget and the time
we have before launch date.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PART

3.1

Methodology of the research

The objective of the research was to get an insight into the problem. Principally, what we
wanted is to discover whether it is reasonable to develop a new social-collaborative network
in the municipality of Šoštanj and secondary what are the requirements and needs of the
future users that should be added to the social-collaborative network.
The research was based on qualitative and quantitative methods. For the qualitative part of
the research we have used open-ended interviews. We have formed two sections of
questions. The first was for the municipality and city society staff (Appendix A) and the
second was for the city inhabitants (Appendix B). The questions in the first section were
structured to gain more data about the inhabitants and to find out where is the
communication gap within the municipality and their inhabitants, while in the second section
we wanted to gain data of how has the life and communication in the city changed within
the years together with the appearance of social media platforms, what kind of social media
platforms are inhabitants using, which devices they access those platforms from and if they
are willing to do something for the local society etc.
After we have conducted all the interviews, we came to a conclusion that our research would
gain additional value if we include a bigger sample of inhabitants from the municipality in
the research, to get a clearer view and a broader picture of the problem, to uncover patterns
and to find the best solution for it. That was the reason for adding a quantitative method into
the research (questionnaires). (Appendix C)
Questionnaires were a mixture of opinion and factual questions. Altogether there were
eleven questions and they were oriented to find out what kind of devices inhabitants own
and use to access the social media, which social media do they use, what purpose do they
use it for and if they are willing to actively participate and use the network we are developing
for them.
After the surveys were finished, we analysed both qualitative and quantitative data. Results
of the survey had led us to the development of the user interface for the new socialcollaborative network for the Municipality of Šoštanj.
The results from the interviews and questionnaires guided us with determining the
requirements and gathering analysis of the social-collaborative network. In this section we
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established numerous values of the product, defined its use, target group, usability and
experience goals, represent the conceptual model of the product, identify the specific needs
of the product and create user scenarios.
We included the valuable knowledge from the research and requirements gathering
analysis into sketches (Appendix D), paper-based low-fidelity prototypes (Appendix E) and
afterwards the high-fidelity prototype (Appendix F).
For the interactive high-fidelity prototype, we have used different software tools for design,
such as Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, while for the interactive prototyping we
have used Axure RP.
In the usability testing, we had help from one local person, which was committed to monitor
user reactions while performing three tasks that we gave to the participants and afterwards
she reported back to us while we were looking at a shared screen through Skype and were
measuring some of the quantitative performance measures (34) like the type of errors per
tasks and number of users making a particular error.
The tasks we gave to the users were:


TASK 1: Log in the network and report a problem to the municipality.



TASK 2: Find events that are happening on the 17th March, memorize the
Volleyball game at Sports Centre and check how many events you added in
February.



TASK 3: Your blender broke and you need a new one. Find if someone is offering
it on the site, send an e-mail to get it from them and later reward the person with
a heart because he/she did something nice for you.

After completing the tasks, we talked with each user about the look and feel of the network,
opinions, suggestions and what was the most confusing part of the tasks. Additionally, we
have used the usability study questionnaire (Appendix G) in which the testers were
evaluating (from one to five- one meaning I completely disagree and five meaning I
completely agree) four categories of the high-fidelity prototype (suitability, reliability,
comprehensibility and operability).

3.2 Participants of the research

In the first section of the interviews we interviewed employees from the municipality and city
society, including head of social politics, public relations manager, head of protocol,
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administrator, employee responsible for constructions in the city, employees from the
institute for culture and cultural institutions and members from the local community council.
Together in both sections of interviews, we have pursued thirty interviews, out of whom
nineteen were of female gender and eleven of male gender. The average age of the
interviewees was 41. Twenty of them were employed, five of them were retired, four of them
were students and one of them was unemployed.
According to Slovenian Qualification Framework(SQF) (46), twenty interviewees were with
higher education. One of them with SQF level 6, six of them with SQF level 7, twelve of
them with SQF level 8 and one of them with SQF level 9.
There were 124 people who had taken part in the survey (Appendix C), 87 of which were
females and 37 were males. The average age of participants was 34,2 years. The biggest
sample 93 participants were from the city Šoštanj and 31 were from smaller villages that
are within the borders of the municipality. According to the Slovenian Qualification
Framework (SQF) (45), sixty-five participants in the survey were higher educated. Nineteen
of them with SQF level 6, twenty-four of them with SQF level 7, twenty of them with SQF
level 8 and two of them with SQF level 9. Fifty-seven people had lower education and two
did not categorized themselves.
After the surveys were finished we have analysed both qualitative and quantitative data.
Results of the survey led us to the development of the user interface for the new socialcollaborative network for the municipality of Šoštanj.
We had four participants (potential users) included in the usability tests who had tested the
high-fidelity prototype and evaluate it. The language used in the high-fidelity prototype was
English, so therefore participants included in the usability tests had knowledge of English
language.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

Results of the research

4.1.1 Interviews

In our research, we have used a qualitative method (open-ended interviews) at the start of
our research. From the answers of first section of the interviews with the municipality and
city society staff, we have found out that their communication with inhabitants of Šoštanj is
divided into different categories (activities, interests, age). The age-group that is less
included in the communication is the group of people aged 30-50. They notice that people
from that age-group are the ones mostly included in the online communication and the
reason for that is that representatives from this group are the most occupied (job, children,
taking care of home). People of each generation are mostly communicating with each other
during various events in the city. Thus, they all agree that people that do not live in the city,
but in villages, are actually the part of the municipality that is more connected with each
other (Appendix A, Question 1).
Communication channels that are used by the municipality are: newspaper publications and
notices from newspapers Šoštanjski List and Naš Čas, printed flyers, posters, direct post
mails to all households, video and audio news announcements on local television and radio
stations. They also communicate on two web pages www.sostanj.si and www.sostanj.info,
although they are aware that the web pages are a bit outdated. They also use the
municipality Facebook page for this purpose and there are also a lot of different associations
in the municipality and each of the association has their own Facebook page. They use a
mailing list for informing the inhabitants about municipality issues and current events in the
municipality (Appendix A, Questions 2 and 9).
They use Facebook pages and the municipality web page for informing the inhabitants
about the local municipality activities, some of them have told us that the weakness of these
web channels is that they are not accessible to everyone, therefore they combine them with
other communication channels (Appendix A, Question 3 and 11).
Their opinion about current communication channels used in the municipality is that the
information on that channels is not updated all the time, informing the public is a bit chaotic
(all information is not published on all channels and also some events overlap), they do not
have many activities on the web pages (possibly because they are not renewed) and the
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activity on Facebook is growing. They have also noticed that there is a lot of verbal
communication between inhabitants and that they have access to a lot of information during
their morning coffee in local coffee shops (Appendix A, Question 4).
When we asked the interviewees, what is their opinion about creating a novel socialcollaborative network for the municipality, they were all united that a network like that would
increase the quality of life in the municipality and that that kind of network would be needed
(Appendix A, Question 5).
They think that the features included in the network would need to cover more interests, the
information about events in the whole municipality, it should promote voluntarism and
include elderly and socially endangered inhabitants in it. Additionally, they would add a
category for ads and exchange (skills and material goods). The network would need to be
user-friendly and simple for use with quick learnability, so the inhabitants would not have
any problem using it (and learning how to use it) (Appendix A, Question 6).
They believe that we would need to find a way to include the students to the society
(because currently they are left behind) and retired people, because right now there is just
a small group of those connected through the intergenerational centre (Appendix A,
Questions 7 and 8).
Interviewees believe that the inhabitants that do not live in the city are better connected to
each other. The problem with connectivity is among all generations of people that live in the
city (Appendix A, Question 10).
If the network comes to life, it will certainly improve many aspects of the city life, but the
biggest problem would be how to integrate people into the network. Furthermore, people
would become happier with many micro-interactions which could be provided for them by
the network (Appendix A, Question 11).
Only one interviewee believes that the inhabitants would not use the network that would be
completely "run" by the inhabitants. The others think that people like to be a part of
something (Figure 2). Moreover, inhabitants would have a key power to co-create the local
society with the usage of the network (Appendix A, Question 12 and 14).

Figure 2: The share of the answers among inhabitants that mean that the network will be used and the ones
that oppose to that
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They believe that if inhabitants get accustomed to the network that would mean that they
would be living in a more pleasant community (Appendix A, Question 13).
The second section of questions was for the city inhabitants. From the questions in the
second section we gained data on how the life and communication in the city has changed
(within the years and appearance of social media platforms), what kind of social media
platforms are they using, what kind of devices do they use to access those platforms, are
they willing to do something for the local society etc. The summary of the answers that we
gained from the interviewees are presented down below.
Majority of the interviewees live in Šoštanj for many years (Appendix B, Question 1).
Since the majority are native inhabitants they had no trouble outlining what are the
advantages and disadvantages of living in the city. The positive advantages of living in the
city were that the city is small, everything is near and you can arrange all the administrative
things in an hour. The city has a new and very friendly kindergarten, primary school, library,
centre for culture and arranged traffic infrastructure such as roads and sidewalks. The
nature is beautiful and there are a lot of walking routes near the lake as well as in the forest.
There is also an increase of events in the city. The negative things that were exposed are
that since it is a small city, there is a lack of cultural events (there is no opera, theatre, and
no regular film screenings). The environment is polluted because of the power plant. Also,
the consequence of coal mining is that many areas are under the water. There is an
industrial stagnation and no perspectives for young people, thus they are moving to bigger
cities. Inhabitants that are in high-school and students have nothing to do in the city. There
is no diversity and alternative potentials which affect the quality of life in the city (Appendix
B, Question 2).
When comparing the city life now to the city life two decades ago, the main resolution from
all of the interviewees was that twenty years ago people were more connected with each
other even though nowadays there are many more events that could connect them. Many
people are nostalgic and miss the old life they were living back then since they had more
personal connections with their fellow inhabitants and their relationships were warmer.
Many people have divided opinions about life now and then. Some think that now there are
more events in the city, there are many more walking routes, the city is more »neat«. They
have also shared with us that there are fewer children playing outside and socialize with
their neighbours and friends than two decades ago (Appendix B, Question 3).
Nevertheless, in the situations like running out of sugar in the middle of baking, most of
them knock on the neighbour's door and borrow the sugar. The exceptions are the people
that have the shop nearby. But if they need to borrow some tools from their neighbours they
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do not hesitate to do so. They believe that they are well connected with their neighbours,
but they also think that they should be even more connected (Appendix B, Question 4).
For keeping in touch with the events in the municipality many of them use Facebook pages
and websites of the municipality, but they complain that the accessible information is not
up-to-date (Appendix B, Question 5).
When we have asked them if they are willing to help (in their spare time) to someone from
their local community if he needs it, all of them instantly, without consideration, said that
they are (Appendix B, Question 6).
Younger interviewees use the internet more for connecting with the other inhabitants (social
media, e-mails) meanwhile older inhabitants rather talk to each other on the street or on the
telephone (Appendix B, Question 7).
Most of the interviewees have noticed a lack of interactive exchange of information among
the inhabitants of the city, but they believe that most of the communications are one-way
and that there is a lot of information on the social media to which they have no access if
they are not a part of it (Appendix B, Question 8).
Most of them think that the Internet has positive qualities for the community because
information is more accessible and you can be in touch with more people. Few of them
believe that the Internet has to a small/medium extend switched one on one communication
to online communication (Appendix B, Question 9).
Fifteen out of twenty people use social media. The most popular is Facebook which is used
by 13 people, the second one is Instagram, which is used by 6 people, Twitter is used by 5
people and LinkedIn by 4 people (Appendix B, Question 10).
In the Figure 3 it can be seen that the inhabitants that were interviewed use social media
primarily to keep in touch with people who live out of their towns, secondary to get
informed about the activities in the town and after that to keep in touch with people who
live in their town (Appendix B, Question 11).

Figure 3: The share of the answers on the topic why interviewees use the social media? (multiple possible
answers)
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All of the interviewees have their personal computers, thirteen of them also have a
smartphone and nine of them have a tablet (Appendix B, Question 12).
Interviewees prefer to access social media through smartphones and laptops (Appendix B,
Question 13).
Everyone knows Sostanj.info portal (www.sostanj.info), but no-one uses it to access the
information, since information on the portal are not updated and very useful (Appendix B,
Question 14).
Most usual online communication is communicating through e-mails, then Facebook, Viber
and Skype (Appendix B, Question 15).
Face-to-face communication has shifted to interactive communication between the younger
generation, but not between members of other generations (older generations, mid-age,
etc.) (Appendix B, Question 16).
Some of the interviewees discuss the city issues with other inhabitants of the city through
social media (Appendix B, Question 17).
No one uses online collaboration tools such as: Trello, Yammer etc. (Appendix B, Question
18).
Most of the interviewees are looking for an exchange of information in an online community,
many of them friends and only a few of them partners for recreation (Appendix B, Question
19).
As it has been commented by the interviewees, they would add a section for working hands
and exchange (knowledge, goods, tools, food, clothes, language). However, they do not
recommend that we should give something to gain something back, because some people
in the municipality do not have a lot of material goods to offer in exchange and live in
poverty. On the contrary, others have a lot of things that want to give to someone but have
no idea to whom it might be useful. They suggest a section which would offer help, for
example for elderly people, help with cleaning when the snow falls, help with carrying
shopping bags from the shop etc. They would also add a section for shared transportation
to the near cities Velenje, Topolšica etc. They would add a section for connecting people
and include them in different activities. For example, we need three people that would help
picking apples at the old lady's house since she cannot do it by herself or something similar.
Interviewees also have an idea to add a mailbox for idea sharing, opinions, critiques, and
problems solving (with the issues about the municipality-they like to be more included) that
would be directly connected to the municipality. The majority of them also think that our
interface should have a section with information about the municipality (events,
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announcements etc.). The network should be an easy way to all the information and help
needed if living in the city. It would also need to be updated on time. The interface should
be easy to use and many of them believe that the features should be divided logically
(informational part should be divided from the part intended for the exchange etc.). Some
also suggest that when it comes to the events there should be a calendar and when you
check an event you would get the notification on your e-mail. They would also add profiles
of different societies that are active in the municipality. They suggest that the information
about the local societies should be visible to everyone, as well as the events, other
happenings and announcements from the municipality, however, most of the personal
sections should be hidden and a person would be allowed to view them only if they log in
into the application. The content should be arranged by the interest of the individuals
(Appendix B, Question 20 and 21).
Everyone thinks that there should be no limitations and that the network should be opened
to all the people living in the municipality. They also suggest that transparency should be
the crucial attribute of the network and because of that they suggest to use real names and
surnames in the network. Protecting the individuals would mainly depend on the individuals
themselves i.e. whether they share their most private information with the others (telephone
numbers, birthdays, etc. would not be a part of their public profiles) or not (Appendix B,
Question 22).
Just the eldest interviewee is not sure whether he would be using the network, but all the
others are certain that it would have a good impact of the city life and they would use it on
daily basis. (Figure 4) (Appendix B, Question 23).

Figure 4: The share of the answers among the inhabitants that would use the network

4.1.2 Questionnaires

From the results, we have concluded that most of the participants own a computer/laptop
(94%), smartphone (91%) and tablet (44%).
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The most popular device for accessing the social media accounts is the smart phone, which
is followed by the computer while the least used device is the tablet (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The share of the answers on the most popular devices for accessing the social media (from most to
less favourite)

The most popular and extremely prioritized social media platform is Facebook. It is used by
92% of the inhabitants, on the second place is Instagram (27%), on the third LinkedIn (15%)
and on the fourth place is Twitter (10%). Twenty percent of the participants also use other
social media platforms (Snapchat, Povio, Tinder, Google+, Pinterest, Twoo, Badoo) and
three percent of them do not use social media at all.
From those that use social media platforms, it can be seen (Figure 6) that the main reason
they use is primarily to keep in touch with people who do not live in their town and thereafter
to get informed about activities in the town and keep in touch with people who live in their
town.

Figure 6: The share of the answers for the reasons why inhabitants use social media (multiple possible
answers)

Fourteen percent use it for work-related activities (promoting products and informing
colleagues about work-related themes), keeping in touch with interesting articles about
various themes, updating about the latest scientific achievements, to get to know new
people, to exchange student information etc.
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We can assume that people are overall informed about the events that take place in Šoštanj.
More than half of the participants are informed (52%), well informed are 26%, 22% of the
participants are poorly informed and 5% of them are not informed.
People are keeping in touch with the events in the municipality in the majority of the cases
from the FB profiles and pages from municipality and societies that are somehow related
with Šoštanj (81%), from printed media (Šoštanjski list, Naš Čas, flyers) (55%) and verbally
as well (50%). For the same purpose, but not in high scale, they use the web page of the
municipality (20%) and the web page sostanj.info (15%).
In the new network we would need to include contents that are connecting the inhabitants,
contents about the events in the city and informative content about municipality and
companies that are from the city. Almost half of the participants would also include content
about transportations to/from near cities/villages (Figure 7).

Figure 7: The share of the answers on the contents that should be included in the network (multiple possible
answers)

We asked inhabitants if it ever happened to them to be in the overcapacity of certain things
(fruit, vegetables, clothes etc.), but did not know whom they should give them to and 75%
of the participants caught themselves in a similar situation.
91% of the participants are willing to share the things that are superfluous to them with the
inhabitants of the Municipality of Šoštanj through the local social network that we are
developing.
Majority of people voted “yes”, i.e. that the social-collaborative network should also include
trade services on the principle of give-give (Person A can teach kids once a week
programming language and in exchange, he can study German once a week from person
B, etc.) as a part of its content (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: The share of inhabitants that would like to include the trade service into the network and the ones
that oppose to that

We also asked the participants to explain why they think that such kind of service should or
should not be included in the network and we have received some interesting answers.
Here is the overview of the answers we got from the participants.
Many of them think that such interactions would change the image of the place in which we
live in, in a friendlier way. Likewise, it would connect people to each other and give them a
feeling to co-create a friendlier image of the city, the society would again get the true
meaning and it would unite the inhabitants. They also believe that co-operation in such
network should not be a burden on our fast-paced lives and that it is most likely that through
interactions they will get to know a lot of new interesting faces.
Participants believe that in the era of computers, people are losing genuine, personal
contact. With the development of a new network we would return important human
communication to each other and bring people back together as when their relations with
their fellow inhabitants were warmer. Nowadays the social aspect of this kind of network is
important more than ever. Inhabitants should use their knowledge to help others and as an
exchange get something too.
Some of participants proposed that maybe some of the inhabitants do not have anything to
offer, so it should not be obligatory to offer something in return. They proposed that maybe
they would be able to participate in the exchange through their knowledge and experiences
(passing them to other people). That would contribute to a wider range of acquired
knowledge and experience, due to the variety of services/products being offered for which
they sometimes do not even know they exist.
Participants think that in our homes we have many useful things which we do not use and
a network like this would encourage them to share those things with the rest of the city as
they would become more useful when used by somebody else. (as if they would be filled
with dust in the corner of their homes.)
A participant has written that from her personal experience she can tell that people are
happy when they are cooperating and helping their fellow citizens. They should just be
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organized and offered with an attractive story for raising awareness, education and other
good works in the city.
It would also enable the connection, solidarity, entrepreneurship between people, but the
network should be well organized so the problems would not appear. It should be a fair-play
market.
It would be a great refreshment since such intangible exchanges are lacking in today's
society. There is less and less volunteering. Moreover, the social status of the large number
of inhabitants of Municipality of Šoštanj is too low to afford basic goods, knowledge, skills,
and willingness to help fellow-citizens are not sufficiently utilized.
They also suggest that after a while, the municipality should offer a joint centre where people
would cooperate, communicate and socialize with each other and they would also get useful
advice from people who had already seen something (suggestions, experience).
There were also some sceptical answers. For instance, one of the participants wrote: »I
believe that people in Šoštanj are not so open to be willing to offer help to someone that
they don't know. But it is also true that something similar never existed in Šoštanj and maybe
that is the reason for our closeness. « Another participant said that she would not participate
in the network since people that you do not know can take advantage of you and she is not
prepared to risk her well-being for that.
According to the answers that we had got from the interviews and questionnaires, we came
to a conclusion that it is not just reasonable, but also desirable to develop a socialcollaborative network and it is desirable among the majority of participants in the interviews
and questionnaires as well.

4.2

Requirements gathering analysis

In order to create the most user friendly and functional high-fidelity prototype we need to
determine some requirements which will help us with the design process. The requirements
are the reflection of the research findings.
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4.2.1 Economic, social, cultural and environmental values of the product

With the development of the product, there will be many (a) economic, (b) social (c) cultural
and d) environmental values of the products.
a) We cannot speak about typical economic values of the products since the network
would not operate with monetary exchange. Nevertheless, it will have a big social
economic impact to the municipality with its voluntary material/knowledge donations
between and to the people from the municipality.
b) The product will have a great social impact on the municipality. We presume that it
will solve the problem of alienation and lack of cooperation among people who are
living in the same city. It would increase the number of people that will become more
actively included in the society and it would also stimulate more people to be
involved in the society through exchange and give them voice to affect the important
issues in the city.
c) Moreover, it will reduce the household/industrial/food waste through the exchange
part that would be included in the product. Because of all the above-mentioned
aspects, there would be more interactions through the inhabitants and consequently
the picture of the city would change for better as well as the satisfaction of the
inhabitants.
d) The information about the cultural events that are going on in the city would be
available in one place for all the inhabitants. This would mean that because of that
people would be better informed and will also be more integrated into the cultural
aspect that the city offers. Because of the fact that more people would be integrated
into the above-mentioned events, inhabitants would gain a lot of knowledge from
various topics that are linked to their city (concerts, exhibitions, lectures etc.)
e) With shared transport to the near doctors and hospitals the carbon blueprint of every
individual will be reduced and a sharing transport will save a lot of CO 2 emissions
too.
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4.2.2 Use

The design of a novel social-collaborative network will focus on delivering to inhabitants all
the important information about the events and notices by the municipality and various
associations and communities at one place. Its most unique feature will be the collaboration
section through which people will have a chance to donate material goods, knowledge,
share transport and ask for help (on various topics) their co-inhabitants. Because of that
people will eventually become less alienated and more connected to each other. The
product will connect all the inhabitants with each other, no matter what their background is.
The product will be web based with a mobile friendly version. It will consist of user-friendly
simplified user interface.

4.2.3 Users

Users (target audience): Population of the Municipality of Šoštanj
(only inhabitants from the Municipality of Šoštanj will be able to join the network)
Age of users: Between 14 and 70
Market: Municipality of Šoštanj
Based on the results from our previous research we cannot divide people that live in the
municipality and will potentially use the network into different age-groups. The research
showed us that people from all the age groups would like to use the network and we also
have not found any patterns in the negligible percentage that was not so enthusiastic about
the collaborative part of the network. According to that we can solidly say that the
informative part of the network will be used by the whole population of the municipality that
is computer literate, while the collaborative part of the network will have a bit less regular
users than the other part. Likewise, we can presume that the more people are computer
literate, the more actively they will use the network.
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4.2.4 Usability and user experience goals
Based on the results obtained from the interviews and the questionnaires we have
determined the usability and the user experience goals.

4.2.4.1

Usability goals

a) Effectiveness
The network will allow people to access the information they need and to carry their
tasks in the collaborative part of the network.
b) Efficiency
The network will provide correct information about the events in the municipality, as
well as sharing the information that the user would like to see in the collaborative
part. The users would also have the ability to personalize the features in the network,
so it will show them only the information they are the most interested in.
c) Safety
The product will be safe to use. Each user would control which information will he
share with fellow citizens. We agreed that people will identify themselves with their
correct first and last name, but other information (e-mail address, home address,
telephone number etc.) will be hidden from everybody. There will be also an
additional safety measure at the start. When a person will join the network, s/he will
fill the form and receive the first part of the activation code on their email, while the
second part will come to their stationary address. That way we will control if the
person really lives in the municipality.
d) Learnability
We can presume that the device will be used between all age groups (from 14-70)
and because of that it would need to be very user-friendly, logical and easy to learn
for all the users. The interface will be intuitive and simple.
e) Memorability
Users will use the network frequently and because of that will not have difficulties
with memorability. On the other hand, users that will not use the network frequently
would also have no memorability difficulties since the network will be built with
logical intuitive steps and enhanced with consistent design.
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2.1.1.1

User experience goals

a) Reliable
Inhabitants will count on the network since it will contain all the information about
the events and current affairs at one place whether the information from municipality
and city society or directly from the inhabitants.
b) Accurate
Since the network will be used among many inhabitants, there will be fewer chances
for mistakes because more people will be able to see when certain things will overlap
or appear on suspicious dates and would be in power to inform people that are
responsible for mistakes and be able to change them. This will not be a constant
procedure, but an additional mechanism for the information to be truly credible and
accurate.
c) Helpful
The network will be helpful from the informative perspective as well as from the
collaborative perspective. With its exchanging or giving away service it will help
many people in the society.
d) Enhancing Sociability
The network will enhance sociability via its exchanging or giving away service. It will
encourage people to give away things to someone in need if they do not need it
anymore.
e) Encouraging Connectivity
The network will also encourage connectivity with interactions that will happen when
someone will pick things that the others will give away. It will also connect more
people with each other if they exchange knowledge via the network or if they
volunteer to help elderly, help sick people, etc.

4.2.5 Conceptual model

A research that we have conducted in the municipality of Šoštanj has confirmed us that
there is a gap on the municipality level between information technology and wide internet
connections as well as connectivity among the inhabitants that live in the municipality.
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To get rid of the problem and combine the above-mentioned problem together at one place
we designed the social-collaborative network that will function only on the municipality level
and will connect people back together and inform them about the ongoing events and
information that are going on in the municipality. Some attributes of the conceptual model
can be seen in the Appendix E.
The network will be web and mobile-friendly since most inhabitants prefer their smart
phones while they access the social media. Using the network will save users time since
everything that is happening in the municipality and different associations will finally be
gathered at one place.
To join the network, users will need to fill the form (name, surname, e-mail, address), they
will get the first part of the password to their e-mail address and the second part to their
stationary address. When they will have both parts of the password, they will be able to
access the information in the network. Also, when they will join the network, they will need
to check the categories they are interested in (because of later notifications).
The users will access information through the navigation menu, located on the header of
the page, which will be divided into five categories. This will be our main graphical control
which will present the options of interactions with the interface. The categories that will be
presented in the navigation menu will be:


City plus organizations



Collaborate



Mail



Notifications



Connections

Calendar will be the sixth category which will be included as an individual category in the
mobile version, but in the web version it will be included in some of the above-mentioned
categories.
In the first category- City+Organizations, we will access the information about Municipality
and Associations (events, notifications etc.). There will also be a visible button for reporting
problems, opinions, problems and critiques, through which every user will be able to get in
touch with the municipality and co-create a better society and be more included in the
municipality issues.
In the second category Collaborate, the users will have an opportunity to share with each
other: material goods (clothes that they do not need any more, house appliances etc.),
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knowledge, help (help with picking up the apples at old lady's house) or transport (shared
transport to near hospitals or similar). The collaboration will be unprofitable, but we believe
that every good work in the society should not be ignored by the others. Because of that,
for the purpose of stimulating the others, every good work made in the collaboration section
will be marked with a heart. Based on the number of hearts it could be seen how many
times a user was doing something for their co-inhabitants and it would probably further
stimulate others to become more active.
The third category will be mail through which we will enable the users to communicate with
each other and prolong the conversation about picking up things from someone or
exchanging the knowledge etc.
In the notification category the users will receive notifications about their interests (the ones
that they checked when joining the network). Users will also be notified about the events
that they checked in their calendar.
The last category that will be a part of the main menu will be connections in which the users
will be able to find connections to websites of the municipality, associations, and companies
that are in the municipality.
There will also be a sixth category, which will be presented as an individual category in the
mobile section and will be included in some of the other five categories. In calendar users
will be able to find all the events that are taking part in the municipality. When they will click
on the certain date they will be able to see all the events that are scheduled for that date
with details (place, time). They will have an option to save an event, and if they do so, the
date in the calendar will be marked as well as the users will receive the notification a day
before the event will start.

4.2.6 Identifying specific needs and establishing the requirements

For an easier perception about the characteristics and needs of the product, we have
defined user, functional and usability requirements of the product.

a) User requirements


Find the information about an event in the municipality;



Post the information about sharing material goods, knowledge or transport;
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Post a question in the help section and help inhabitants resolve their problems;



Send e-mails;



Get notification about desired events;



Enable the users to share their opinions, critiques, report a problem directly with the
municipality.

b) Functional requirements


Gather information about the events in the municipality;



Save the desired event in the calendar;



Get the notification in the notification category before the event happens;



Direct connection to the municipality via button;



Gather information about the latest issues that are going on in the municipality;



Enables the users to personalize and get notifications about the categories that they
are interested in;



Saves users desired categories;



Enable users to share information in the collaboration section (give-away, sharing
the knowledge and transport etc.)

c) Usability requirements


The system needs to be synchronized with accurate information about the events
and latest issues in the municipality and associations;



Simple interface is required since it will be used among people of all ages;



Network needs to have a good learnability, so people will learn to use it quick and
not forget it if they won’t be using it on a daily basis;



The design needs to be aesthetically appealing, pleasurable and usable.

4.2.7 User scenarios

For an in-depth understanding of what the product will do and how it will enable the
inhabitants to connect with each other and to access the desired information we have
created two different user scenarios, from various age groups and backgrounds.
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Anja
Lives in the city centre of Šoštanj
33 years old (Marketing Manager)

Anja lives at the same address in Šoštanj all her life. She has never moved, not even for
her studies, since she was studying in a city nearby. Anja likes to be as much involved in
the city life as her free time allows her. She is an active member of the local community of
Šoštanj and because of that she is quite well informed about the events that are going on
in the city. Since the community is in preparation of a big annual event near the lake, she
wants to find some young inhabitants that are willing to help her with the organization and
learn some new skills while doing it. Time before the network existed was much more
complicated to find any candidates for such things, but now it is much easier. She uses the
collaboration category of the network and writes a post: “We are in preparation for the
celebration of the Midsummer day and we need at least three volunteers that are willing to
help us!”
By the end of the day she gets five new mails from five different people, three of them are
from the people she has known for a long time and two are from the people that she has
never meet. They arrange to meet and discuss the details of the event. Anja also gives all
of them a special sign (heart) that is seen on their profiles, from which other users can
discern that they had done something good for the community.

Boris
Lives in the village Gaberke
60 years old (Retired Electrician)

Boris has lived in the near village of Gaberke for 30 years now. He has moved there from
the village of Družmirje which does not exist anymore, since it was flooded by the lake,
because of coal mining.
When he was notified that the village of Družmirje will be sacrificed for the better economic
development of the region, he built (together with his family) a new house in the near village
of Gaberke. While he was still working in the power plant, he had more information about
the events that were taking place in the city. He got the information from his co-workers
during their lunch and coffee breaks, but that has changed when he retired. Now he is using
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the newest social collaborative network for accessing the information since all the events
that are happening in the municipality are finally in one place. He logs in the network and
he checks if he had received any notifications about cultural events and sport events that
he checked at the beginning when he was joining the network. He can see that there will be
an exhibition in the gallery in three days. Because he is interested in that event he checks
the checkbox and saves the event. He gets an e-mail few hours before the event since he
had checked that he wants to be informed before the event, He also gets the same
notification on the network.

4.3

Design of the prototype

From the first sketches (Appendix D), we have defined some of the characteristics of the
product and rough outlines of its interface. In the low-fidelity prototypes (Appendix E) we
have determined the user flow for both desktop and mobile version of the product. Lowfidelity prototypes helped us with the developing of the high-fidelity prototype in which we
overally kept the flow from the low-fidelity prototypes but changed and added some other
features.
The interactive high-fidelity prototype is available at: https://lxif9l.axshare.com

4.3.1 Explanation of screen sizes

Participants included in our research prioritized the use of smartphones when accessing
the social media (55%), the second most favourite device was the computer (35%) and the
least favourite was the tablet (10%).
The results drove us to make the high-fidelity prototype for both desktop mobile versions of
the network. According to the Worldwide Screen Resolution Statistics from February 2018
(46), the most used screen size is 360px × 640px and the second one is 1366px × 768px
(Figure 9).
To fit the most used screens, we have decided to use the width 360px for our smart phone
prototype and width 1366px for our computer screen prototype.
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Figure 9: Screen Resolution Statistics Worldwide (February 2017 - February 2018) (46)

4.5.2 Explanation of different screens and interactions

The visuals for the screens described down below are presented in the Appendix F.


Log in and Join us screen (Desktop and mobile version)
For the already existed users there is a simple log in procedure with two text fields
and a log in button, while the future users need to fill in more information about
themselves (name, last name, address, e-mail, password) and they need to check
the categories they are interested in, so later in the process they will only get the
desired notifications. By clicking “join” button, they get the notification about the
further procedure (Figure F1).



Navigation bar (Desktop and mobile version)
Navigation bar consists of five main categories in the desktop version and six main
categories in the mobile version of the network. In the desktop version, we have
included a drop-down menu through which you can access sub-pages in the
category of Collaborate, while in the mobile version the users access the same subpages through icons. There are also two other elements: a search field and a profile
picture, through which the users can access their profiles. The navigation bars are
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in fixed positions at the top of the page, which enable the users to browse easier
and faster (Figure F2).



City plus Organizations screen (Desktop and Mobile version)
In the City plus Organizations screen the users can access the notifications from the
municipality and other organizations that are active in Šoštanj. Also, they can directly
report problems to the municipality, as well as send them their suggestions,
opinions, and critiques through the button in the bottom of the page. Users can
access the same features from the mobile version, while on the desktop version
there are added some other features. On the left side of the page are visible the
profiles of the users with some information (how many hearts they have gathered till
now and upcoming events which they have memorized), on the right side of the
page is the calendar, which has the same features as described in the Calendar
screen for the mobile version down below (Figure F3).



Collaborate screens (Desktop and Mobile version)
The collaboration screen has four sub-pages. One for each category (material
goods, knowledge, transport and help). In the desktop version there are listed in a
dropdown menu, while in the mobile version they are listed as symbols. The process
is the same in both versions- users check one of the categories, type a message
and publish it with a click on the plus button. The users can publish their "ads"
through the main page, or they can publish their "ads" directly to the sub-pages
where the category is already chosen. When the users want to interact with other
users and apply to their ads, they click on a send button and send them a private
mail through which they can exchange further information about a particular topic
(Figure F4).



Mail Screen (Desktop and Mobile version)
In the mail screen, we can read, write, search mails and reward other users with a
heart. If we want to search our inbox we can do that over the search field, if we need
to write a new mail we do it through plus button and if we need to reward a person
with a heart we can do that by double-clicking the heart in the mail list on the left
side of our desktop version or on the main screen of our mobile version.
The procedure of writing a mail is standard- at the top you choose a recipient, at the
bottom you write a mail and send it with the click on the send button.
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In the desktop version we can also access the calendar anytime of our browsing as
it was already described in the City plus Organizations screen (Figure F5).


Notifications Screen (Desktop and Mobile version)
The notifications screen is similar to City plus Organization screen, the left and the
right side of the screen are identical and we can access the same features on both
screens.
The main difference is the main content of the screen (in the middle), from which we
get the latest notifications about our interest (we have checked when joining the
network) and the notifications about the upcoming events that we have memorized
in the calendar. The main content is the same in the desktop and mobile version
(Figure F6).



Connections Screen (Desktop and Mobile version)
In connections screen, users can find direct links to the municipality website and
other organizations and companies’ websites that are active in the Municipality of
Šoštanj (Figure F7).



Calendar Screen (Mobile version)
In the mobile version of the network, we have added calendar as an independent
category. In it the current month of the year is presented. The dates with memorized
events are coloured green, if we have more events on the same day, they are
visualized with the dots. If we do not have any dots but just coloured date that means
that we have one event that day; if we have two dots, that means that we have two
events that day etc. In this category we can also click on any date in the calendar
and information about the events on that day appear on our screens. If we want to
attend the event, we can check the checkbox and it gets added to our calendar list
(Figure F8).

4.5.3 Design principles

In the process of designing the product, we had in mind some design principles that will
have a crucial meaning in it. Those principles were visibility, consistency and affordance.
Down below it is described how we integrated them in the design of the product.


Visibility
All of the buttons have a clear specification of what they do and they are highly
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visible, so the users have no problem in finding out what to do next in the process.
Every button and every interactive feature leads the users. Because of visibility, the
network is very intuitive to use.


Consistency
There are a few operations that are added to the design of the network. Checkboxes
are added for the user to choose a certain option, plus buttons are added for starting
something new and regular buttons are added for sending certain information to the
certain direction. Those operations are consistent throughout the whole interface.



Affordance
Through the whole interface, it is obvious for users on which elements (buttons,
checkboxes, search and text fields etc.) they need to click or push to get the desired
information. All the buttons have interactive features, which enable the users to
notice interactions and to exactly know where they need to click or press to finish
the action.

4.4

Evaluation of the prototype - usability study

The interviews, observations, and questionnaires about user satisfaction showed us the
potential problems of the high-fidelity prototype.
After conducting the results and calculated the average rating of each section of questions,
we came to a conclusion that most of the responses are very positive for every category
and that potential users will be happy to use the network frequently. The results of the
survey are presented in Appendix G.
The most important results we got from observing the testers and their screens. From that
we deducted the main disadvantages of the prototype. Some problems were repeating and
some appeared only once. Overally, the difficulties appeared in all three steps, type of errors
per task, number of users making a particular error and suggestion from the testers how to
improve the interface are described down below.



Task 1: Log in the network and report a problem to the municipality.
Problem 1: While observing the users we found out that only one user had problems
with the first task, while we were observing him, we noticed that he was searching
for the text field and a button which will enable him to send information to the
municipality but he could not find it for approximately 45 seconds. In the process he
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clicked several times on the city+org. category in the main navigation bar and in
between got a bit confused, but afterward he slided the page and found the text field
and the button in the bottom of the page.
Solution 1: He suggested that maybe it would be better to rearrange the sequence
by putting the direct text field to the municipality on top of the page. This way it would
be more visible and will probably stimulate more inhabitants to have a more active
role in co-creating the future.
Problem 2: One tester told us that in the process she was interrupted by the thought
that the message she will send directly to municipality might be visible to all users
of the network. She said that the process and the text form with the button looks the
same as in material goods and that is what made her think of that.
Solution 2: She suggested to change the form a bit or to add text in which it will be
cleared that the message to municipality is personal and it will not be seen by all the
users.



Task 2: Find events that are happening on the 17th March, memorize the
Volleyball game at Sports Centre and check how many events you added in
February?
Problem 1: Two testers had a problem with the second task. They have completed
the task but spend more time as usual to finish it. The main problem was that they
were not sure what was the meaning of silver and green circles. Both of them
thought that the green circles visualize the events that are taking place in the
municipality in that month and not the events that the users want to attend.
Solution 1: They pointed out two different suggestions: the first one was to either
add the third colour to the calendar (first would visualize the dates of the month,
second will visualize the dates with ongoing events in the municipality and the third
will visualize users memorized events), the second suggestion was to add a
memorandum in which we would explain that the meaning of silver circles are the
days of the months and the meaning of green circles are memorized events.
Problem 2: One of the testers had difficulties at the end of the task (How many
events you attended in February). She was clicking on the left arrow before February
for approximately 10 seconds, but nothing happened. Afterward she tried clicking
on February and completed the task.
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Solution 2: She suggested that we should make the whole object clickable, the name
of the month (February) and the arrow pointed at the month.



Task 3: Your blender broke and you need a new one. Find if someone is
offering it on the site, send an e-mail to get it from them and later reward the
person with a heart because he/she did something nice for you.
It was interesting to observe users how they were completing the third task, since
there were two options, either to click on collaborate category in the main navigation
bar and find the add or use the drop-down menu (in the desktop version) or press
one of the four symbols (in the mobile version) and complete the task from the subpages. In the desktop version, only one user used the drop-down menu for
completing part of the task and other tree started the process from the main
navigation bar. In the mobile version, all four users find the add from the main
navigation bar.
Problem 1: One user had a problem with completing the task since he was trying to
click on the heart to colour it but nothing was happening. After a few seconds he got
a bit "angry" he clicked two times by mistake on the heart and the heart changed its
colour.
Suggestion 1: He suggested to change the double click/press into click and press
because this was the only inconsistent step in all three tasks and throughout the
whole network that he could find while testing it.
Problem 2: Most problems appeared at the beginning while the testers were
searching for the right category. Also, in general, every tester has spent the most of
the time at the start of this task.
Solution 2: They have pointed out that for avoiding the frustrations while finding the
right category, we should include some kind of tutorial of all features when the new
user will join the network, so there will be no problems dividing the right content to
the right category.

There were also three additional suggestions from the testers.
One of them suggested that we should add a feature in the calendar through which we will
enable the user to buy the tickets (for the concerts, theatre etc.). She said that she is very
busy and sometimes finds it difficult to get the tickets at the right time since she lives in the
village nearby and many times, that is the reason about not attending some events.
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The other tester suggested that we should add some kind of touristic information which will
give the users suggestions what to visit in the municipality during the weekend, which
restaurants and agritourism are opened etc.
The third suggested that we should link the logo with some page, or that we should link it
with the home page in which there will be available features for all categories and which
now does not exist.
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5 CONCLUSION

The driving force of our research and development process were the hypothesis mentioned
in the introduction part.
With the results that we have gained in the process, we can confirm the below-listed
hypotheses:


A proper user interface of the network, with carefully selected properties, can solve
the problem of alienation and lack of cooperation between people of the same
neighbourhood or municipality; it can also raise their living standard.



People who live in the same municipality are prepared to join such network and
welcome that way of communication.



Online based community could improve physical interactions among the inhabitants
and increase collective action in the Municipality of Šoštanj.

Majority of the interviewees are positive that the development of the social-collaboration
network, with its communication and collaboration features, can improve interactions and
cooperation among the inhabitants. Inhabitants included in our research were very fond of
these features. They were positive about actualizing the network one day and they think
that it would increase micro-interactions among the inhabitants and increase collective
action among them.
Likewise, the results of the research pointed out that the social-collaborative network as
ours is highly required among the inhabitants of Šoštanj.

For the remained hypotheses (listed below) we can claim, that the results partially confirm
them.


A consistent visual language and consistent interactive tools help with the quick
learnability, memorability and consequently improve the experience the user has
with the product.



All the tools for collaboration and communication which are presented in this type of
network are logically interrelated and are easy to use.

The user satisfaction survey has demonstrated that a consistent visual language and
consistent interactive tools can help the users with quick learnability, memorability and
consequently improve the user’s experience of the whole product. Considering that we
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suggest that if the product will be realized one day we should keep that hypothesis in mind
and test it every now and then to monitor the results and make sure that the user’s
experience of the product is among most intangible features of the product.
We can consider similar to the hypothesis that all tools for collaboration and communication
which are presented in this type of network are logically interrelated and are ready to use.
We suggest that before the product would be launched we should run some additional
usability tests and correct the mistakes of the user interface.
The reason why these hypotheses are partially confirmed lies in the fact that development
and design of such demanding network is an ongoing process, and along the way (in
second, third etc.) iteration cycle many things can be improved along the process to ensure
the best user experience for the users of the social - collaborative network.

The thesis was finished with the evaluation of the prototype which pointed out some
mistakes that we would need to resolve in the second iteration cycle. Before the launch, we
suggest to include at least twice the amount of the testers in two usability studies. This
would correct almost all the confusions that people meet while interacting with the product.
Additionally, we propose that if the product will be realized, to regularly monitor data and
analytics of the network to assure the best user experience of the product.
Furthermore, based on the research and the testing, we are sure that the social collaborative network will be warmly accepted among the inhabitants of Municipality of
Šoštanj and improve their living in the city.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Interview Questions for the municipality and city society staff

1. What are (in your opinion) the main reasons for weak communication and
collaboration within local community and their inhabitants?
2. Which communication channels do you use for communication with the
inhabitants?
3. Did you ever use information technology channels to inform the inhabitants about
the local municipality activities? If not, do you want to add that kind of features to it
in the near future?
4. What do you think about current communication channels used in the municipality
among the inhabitants? What are the weaknesses of those channels?
5. What is your opinion about creating a novel social-collaborative network for our
municipality?
6. What features do you think we could add into the network?
7. In your opinion, which is the most vulnerable group and how can you connect them
into the society?
8. What kind of actions are you currently obtaining to soften the alienation of this
target group and make it more attached to the community life?
9. Where are you posting information about events/novelties in the city?
10. How well are the inhabitants connected with each other (your personal opinion)?
11. Do you think local social-collaborative network can improve some aspects of city
life?
12. Do you think that inhabitants would use the network that would be “run” completely
by the inhabitants for the inhabitants and would be built only for our city?
13. How would the picture of the city and their society change if inhabitants will use
that kind of network?
14. Do you think that inhabitants would trust the network that would be “run”
completely by the inhabitants for the inhabitants and would be built only for our city
and their inhabitants?
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Appendix B: Interview Questions for the city inhabitants

1. How long have you been living in the city of Šoštanj?
2. How satisfied are you with the living in the city? What are the advantages and
disadvantages of it?
3. Can you please compare the city life now and a decade or two ago?
4. What do you do if you run out of sugar and you are in the middle of baking a cake?
Do you run to the nearest shop or do you knock at your neighbour's door?
5. How do you keep in touch with events/novelties in the city?
6. Are you willing to help (in your spare time) to someone from your local community
if he needs it?
7. How do you interact with other inhabitants?
8. Have you noticed a lack of interactive exchange of information among the
inhabitants of the city?
9. Do you think the internet has in any way (positive or negative) changed the
community? How? Why?
10. Do you use any social media?
11. If you are using existing social networks, do you use it (check all that apply):
a) Keep in touch with people who live in my town?
b) Keep in touch with people who live out of town?
c) Get informed about activities?
12. Do you own and use a smartphone/tablet/computer?
13. Which devices do you access your social media account from?
14. Do you know Šoštanj Info portal and for what purpose do you use it?
15. What is your most usual on-line way of communication? (e-mail, instant message,
social media, skype etc.)
16. Has your face-to-face communication changed to interactive communication with
people from your local society?
17. Are you discussing about the city issues with other inhabitants of the city through
social media?
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18. Do you use any online collaboration tool?
19. What are you looking for in an online community?
a) Friends
b) Exchange of information
c) Social support
d) Recreation partner
e) Other
20. What is one feature that the social network you use should have?
21. If we would build a social network only for our town, what would you use it for?
22. Would you prefer the new social network to be open for all city inhabitants where
everybody can see each other’s activities and profiles, or it should have some sort of
limitations by default and only when you accept people as friends, then they will see your
profile?
23. Would you use a network that would be “run” completely by the inhabitants for the
inhabitants and would be built only for our city and their inhabitants?

Appendix C: Questionnaires for the city inhabitants

1. Do you own and use a:
a) Smart Phone
b) Tablet
c) Computer Laptop
2. Which devices do you access your social media account(s)from? (from most
frequently used to less frequently used)
a) Smart Phone
b) Tablet
c) Computer/Laptop
3. Which social media network(s) do you use (from most frequently used to less
frequently used)
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a) Facebook
b) Twitter
c) Instagram
d) Linkedin
e) Other
4. If you are using existing social network(s), do you use it (check all that apply)
a) Keep in touch with people who live in my town
b) Keep in touch with people who do not live my town
c) Get informed about activities in the town
d) Other
5. How well are you informed about the events in Šoštanj?
a) I am well informed
b) I am informed
c) I am poorly informed
d) I am not informed
6. I keep in touch with the events in Šoštanj via
a) Web page of Municipality Šoštanj
b) Web page Šoštanj Info
c) FB profiles and pages from municipality and societies that are somehow related
with Šoštanj
d) Printed media (Šoštanjski list, Naš Čas, flyers)
e) Verbally
7. What kind of content should we include in the novel local network?
a) Contents that are connecting inhabitants (exchange, donations)
b) Contents about the events in the city
c) Transportations to/from near cities/villages
d) Informative contents (about municipality, companies that are from the city)
e) Other
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8. Has it ever happen to you that you have overcapacity of certain things ( fruits,
vegetables, clothes etc. ), but you do not know to whom you can give them?
a) Yes
(If yes) Are you willing to share thing that are superfluous to you, with the
inhabitants of the city over the local social-collaborative network?
a) Yes
b) No
b) No
9. Do you think that the social-collaborative network should also include trade in
services on the principle of give-give? (Person A can teach kids once a week
programming languages and in exchange he can study German once a week from
person B, etc.)
a) Yes
b) No
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Appendix D: Sketches

Figure D 1: Sketches of the interface
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Appendix E: Low Fidelity Prototypes

Figure E 1: Low fidelity prototype (Join and Log in, Navigation menu, City plus Organizations, Calendar)

Figure E 2: Low fidelity prototype (City plus Organizations, Collaborate, Mail)
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Figure E 3: Low fidelity prototype (Connections)

Appendix F: Explanation of different screens and interactions

Figure F 1: Log in and Join us screen (Mobile version)
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Figure F 2: Log in and Join us screen (Desktop version)

Figure F 3: Navigation menu (Mobile version)

Figure F 4: Navigation menu (Desktop version)

Figure F 5: City plus Organizations screen (Mobile version)
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Figure F 6: City plus Organizations Screen (Desktop version)

Figure F 7: Mail screen (Mobile version)
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Figure F 8: Mail screen (Desktop version)

Figure F 9: Notification screen (Mobile version)
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Figure F 10: Notification screen (Desktop version)

Figure F 11: Connections screen (Mobile version)
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Figure F 12: Connections screen (Desktop version)

Figure F 13: Calendar screen (Mobile version)
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Appendix G: Results of the user satisfaction survey

Table G 1: User satisfaction survey
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